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FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 tt) • Vario
analog / digital . Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 tt) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m(3tt)upt06000m(18000tt)
• Scan rate variable • 25 flights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

IYBRXU
Australian Distributor:

12/30 Kalaroo Rd, Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499199, Fax: 049499395

Sky Cycles P/L
Trike Sales & Training. Sole Australian Agent
for Solarwings/Pegasus
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit
ergonomics of the Quasar. In-flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information
package on this world beater.
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands off). The smooth perfonner now available is low

>

noise 582. Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.

Pegasus "Q" the perfonnance and economy of the "Q" is well known. Still winning the
competitions that count.
Pe\:asus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High Power configuration with
or without tug equipment Flying school and recreational favourite .
Cyclone Chaser S The World Champion flexwing single seater. Real economy and performance at a real low price.

We also have good llsed aircraft available.
Phone for an information package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
Don't forget your IVO prop $600, and Special Communica trike systems includes helmet, visors,
radio kit, battery & charger for only $950.

For all the latest in trike products and training.

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
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ADVERTISING

Skysaiior
Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401, AISTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

DEADLINE
15th of tbe month (for the following month' s issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is
Cree to llllilnrllll members - please quote your numberotherwise a charge of $5 per ad is applicable.

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur additional <XJSL

Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals,
short term memberships, rating fonns and otber administrative matters should be sent to: HANG
GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRAUA
EXEClJIlVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
lUMUT NSW I720
Tel (069) 472 888, Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328

PRESIDENT: Andrew Hwnphries
093816053,018917537
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile: 018 657419
Pb/Fx 065 592713
For information about site ratings, sites and otber local
matters, contact the appropriate state
association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. Ian Duncan
Treas. Glenn Salmon

029131294
029189962
029180091

ACfIIGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Peter Muffet
06 2927701

Sth Qld
POBox 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammicbele
073584101
Sec/PR James Christensen,
072026342 H
078642788W

Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Dave Lamont
079461157
Secrrrs: Ron Huxbagen
(079) 552913

OGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne
(09) 4449920 H
093167628 W

VicHGA
PO Box 400

TasIIGA
31 Hillside Cres

Prahran3181
Pres John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H
Sec Tony Hughs
052 438245 AH

West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SABGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2977532 H
(08) 2325405 W

PGCoovenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071
Johaone Parniczky, Sec, Newcastle, Ph 049 307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mack.ay 079 577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 941031 pb/fx/tam
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COVER PHOTO
Novice pilots launching at Bald Hill,
Brungle near Tumut
photo by Colleen Doyle

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full col our enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
... Topographic maps for all arcas at discount prices •••

$19.95
9.00

6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00

2.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankc.ard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from tbose shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns DG Club
Pres Warwick GiU
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligan
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyrlden Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canunva nG Club
Pres. Nick Dillaoe
075991363
Sec. Gordon Bieske
075435505
SSO. Ken HiU
075435631
Gladstone nG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunshlne Coast HG Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville nG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Graham Beplate
077 732913
Sec Robin Dawson

077 819182 H
077 819432W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077733580
Gary Rogers
077792645
Whitsundays DG CL
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec. Ron Huxhagen
079552913
Treas. John Fielder
079577212
SSO. Niel Scobie
079591329
New South Wales
Byron Bay DG Club Inc
Pres Greg McHugh
066877024
Sec. Shirley Lake
066 858147
SSO. Peter Aitken
066 853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast nG Club
(NSW)
Pres Alf Piper
043631278
Sec Bob Bentley
0433200%
2nd Wed Tuggerah Lakes
MemClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgeiong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe

063791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tioson
065558091
065545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lIIawarra Dani
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Anne McRitchie
064 576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scoll
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Newcastle HG Club

Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meetlast Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
StanweU Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943094
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet7.30pm 1st Suo
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570

SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

038879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054 283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford

Upper Blue Mts
DGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Western Australia

Victoria

The Great Sandy Desert
DGClub
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091798655 H

Eastern HG Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (0. rail line)
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057562255
YHGA rep Peter Roper
037435365

DalwalUnu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
09 3817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642 W

Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Chureh St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill

T3Jt1worth/Manilla HGC
And rew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 47 2888, Fx: 069474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use on Iy

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm
Payment Details: $
Expiry Date:

. . . . . . . Address:
. Postcode:

Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

Birthdate:

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa
Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

........

Signature:
HGFA Schedule or Fees
$125 12 months (FULL) MembeTShip

$115

(Nth-NSW) 12 mths RiLL Membership

$135

(SA) 12 mth. RilL membersbip

$20
$50
$25

PHG Pilots Opcntiooal Levy

$45
$45

4

Additiooail'amily Member (12 moo"'.)
Rejoining Ackninistntion fee
Short Term MembeTShip (4 moo"'.)
Visiting Pilot Membersbip (4 moo"'.)

$15

Tri.l /lnstructioo.1 Flight (1lf)
1 Days to talavailabie through instructors onJy

$50
$65
$95
$5

{12 issues)"Skysail or" SUbsaiptioo (NooOy)

$15
$10
$5

PUG Ops Manual

Ove",e.1s (sent SAL)
Over:se8s (Sent Aimail )
FA) Ucence

Comps Manual
Tow Manuals
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I've been hearing on the grapevine that there certainly has been some excellent
flying in Australia over the last month with pilots flying in all directions and all
distances. I've been told that a couple of Queensland pilots have been taking the easy
way out and flying 'h<?me' on consecutive days. Some cross country flights have
caused some startled comments from more experienced pilots who, it would seem, are
being shown how it should be done by some of the up-and-coming members.
Well done, to all those long-distance pilots. Must say I'm quite envious! How about
some stories and photos?
And the competitions keep on happening! Some people will be glad to go back to
work! If you have any super shots from your holidays, please send them in. We're
looking for something special for our March colour issue.
I have had some time off during January so if anyone has left a message and not
heard from me, please call. Sometimes messages seem to disappear into the answering
machine! Thanks.
That's all for this month.
Safe flying,
Marie Jeffery

NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO FLY
These requirements are meant to help us all fly safely, but nothing beats local advice on the day. If you need advice on
the hill don't hesitate to speak to one of the local safety officers or duty pilots - look for the red caps!
-

You must be a current financial member of the HGFA and bring your membership card, record of qualifications
and logbook. If you can't present these on request, you won't fly.

-

Stan well Park is an INTERMEDIATE rated site

-

WEEKDA YS novice pilots may fly only if:
./

-

their instructor has SIGNED a statement in their logbook indicating that they are capable of flying at
Stan well with the advice of a Safety Officer; and
they speak to a SAFETY OFFICER before flying to determine whether conditions are suitable, and to
get advice on how to fly the site safely

WEEKENDS and PUBLIC HOLIDAYS some novice pilots may fly , but only if:
./

their instructor is present to advise them before flying; and

./

their instructor is satisfied that they can safely fly the site on the day

Do not fly within a 50 METRE RADIUS of all take off and top-landing areas when there is enough lift to fly
outside these areas
The only bottom-landing area is next to and seaward of the northern lagoon. Pilots must be able to land in this
small area.
Thank you for your cooperation

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club
February 1994
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A Flying AtJas
Dear Marie
After two East Coast Hang Gliding safaris I' ve
disoovered there is a distinct lack of readily
accessible information on sites. I realise that the
club information in Skysailor is supplied for
reasons such as this, however, the unavailability
of club members and tight travelling schedules
often meant that our group could not break into
the "oorporateknowledge" of the clubs. Furthermore, to travel for hours to find a site was not of
a suitable rating for members in our group or the
weather forecast was not suitable for the site led
to a lot of frustration.
It is for these and other reasons that I have
started to research the market for a "Hang Gliding Touring Atlas of Australia" . By corresponding with the clubs I believe a complete Atlas
could be produced which could be used by pilots
to actually plan hang gliding holidays.
I have included a copy of a draft proforma and
an example of Atlas page which includes mos t
of the information that I have found to be imperative in planning a tour. As well as this

fiying them. Obviously very sensitive
sites would not be included in the Atlas.
As well as the benefits of touring with the
Atlas, I believe the biggest advantage would be
an increase of pilot awareness of site dangers
and local rules. Pilots using the Atlas would be
better informed and possibly reduce the number
of safety incidents.
I am beginning to canvass the clubs on site
information and peDding the HGFA' s approval
and financial support I believe the final edition
could be ready in 1994. The clubs should benefit
from the Atlas also:
- Safety Offices should be able to save
themselves some oxygen by not having
to run the non-locals through the same
site introductory lecture over and over.
It would be a good medium to best advertise your club's region and encourage
visiting pilots to stop and have a look.
This could lead to good reputations being
built ahout regions that have, until now,
been "unreported" by anything other
than word of mouth .
I hope readers don' t hesitate in oo ntacting me
with any queries or additions.
Yours sincerely,

information the Atlas could also include maps
and photographs to best describe the sites.
Some possible problems I can see with the
Atlas are:
1. Pilots flying sites by themselves or
without talking to a local:
- If pilots are irresponsible enough to fiy
by themselves then they will fiy by themselves with or without an Atlas.
Pilots should always be encouraged to
talk to locals. The Atlas will emphasise
this point to talk to site Safety Officers
etc.
2. Local rules changing and the Atlas becoming outdated:
- The normal channel of updating sites,
Skysailor magazine, could be used to
maintain some sort of amendme nt service to the Atlas. As new sites are
devel oped and site conditions change updates could be published in Skysailor.
3. Sensitive sites becoming over exploited:
- These sites could include a requirement
to contact a local club member before

Christiaan Durrant, C/- Offices Mess, RAAF
Base, Tindal NT 0853, ph 089 716666 ext
"75SQN OPS". ...

Site Information Example Sheets
SCENIC HILL - NEWCASTLE

SITE INFORMATION PROFORMA:

NSW

ON COMPLETION PLEASE RETURN TO :

300' AIIIIL

C . P . DURRANT

C/ O OFFICERS MESS
RAAF BASE TINDAL
N. T .

0853

.............. . ....... . .. . . - ...........:....;.. ...... . ...
UTI .....III:

2VD
DIBlCTU.·

Two hours North of Sydney to Nevcaatle.
Tbe bill 1.
1.-d1ately South of tbe Ci ty centre w1 th the talleoff

carpark being
QIIX PIIDIICI-

IIBTUP - Nil.
PAC:I:U? - Nil. Can park on beach or Dest to Bar Beach
Cricket Oval .

""C'InICII"

A ".ry public coaatal 8ite giving aa.e great views of
Mewcaatle.
y~ - 300'AMSL .
- CUff.
L&JIDIJIG - Toplauc11ngs at tuea!! are not po•• ible unl •••
your a Duncan 8rotber ! Toplanc11nga can be cloDe
at -The

8OIl~t·

COASTAL/INLAND (HILL LAUNCH, RAMP, AEROTOW , CARTOW )

I!IIlSiIrr MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF USABLE FEATURE - . ..... . .. AMSL (COASTAL )

by a water tower.

I Dc1icat~

North of the park. but c10es not

reduce carry CSt.tenOR - Purely dODe for ak 1 1 1

- ... . .. . . .

- .... . .... AGL (INLAND )
~

- NOVICE / INTERMEDIATE/ ADVANCED

~

-

2WD / 4WD

- TAKEOFF CARRY DISTANCE - . ... . ... . M ( TRACK , LIGHT SCRUB ,
BEACH , HEAVYBUSH )
- LANDING CARRY DISTANCE - .. .. .... . M ( T, LS, B, HB )

PIRECTIONS - FROM NEAREST TOWN.

training .
&c.bouta are not po8alble at baa. of cliff .
Wi th bll1 heigbt • bQm)out onto tbe beacb jut
SOuth of tbe bill aboulc1 be po•• ible - Don ' t
dalay turn toward beach if DOt cllablno aftar
tu..off.
- Bottea landings po •• ible on beach (caution

-

batb8rs 1n

.~r )

or aero•• tb road 1n the Bar

Be.ach Cricket 0..1 .

M&IIllIIiiiI.a.

- Reduced landing ar. . .

OIl

beach 1n .~r due to large

nuabera of bathera.
- Powerllnea arounc1 Bar Beach Cricket Oval.
- No ac.bout below takeoff .
!XIII!ITIc.a ·

ENE-ESE /

~

Nevc.a..Me Hang Gl1ding Club

!1ISCRIPTION - SlIJIIWrr .

-

~

- HEIGHT .. . . ... . . AMSL (COASTAL)
. . . . ..... AGL ( INLAND )

10ltTS HIHIM1JII

-DESCRIPTION . .. . .. .... . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . ..... . . .. ... . .

- LAZmD!li - TOPLANDING .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .... .. . ... .. .. . . . .
-BOMBOUTS ........ .. . .. ......... ... . • .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .
-oUTLANOING . ................ . . . . . ... .. .... . . . ....... .
PHOTO

WARNINGS - OBSTRUCTIONS / CHAHGING CONDITIONS / ROTORS / LOCAL RULES
LACK OF BOMBOUTS ETC .

COJIPITIOIIS - WIND DIRECTION .. ..... .... MINIMUM STRENGTH .. . . . .... .
~
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- CLUB NAME . ...... ..... ... .. . . PHONE NUMBER .. .. ... . ..... .
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Contact Mr Haroldo C Neves, ph: (005533) 271 1333, fax : (005533) 271
6769.

Bulwer Air Festival/Natal Open Paragliding
Championship 1994 South Africa

1993/94 Victorian Cross Country League
Dates: 1/4/93 to 31/3/94.
Any queries may be directed to: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc. Competition
Director PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181

1994 Dalwallinu Open
(Incorporating WA State Championships)
February 26th - March 6th
Contact: Andrew Humphries on (09) 381 6053 or Jonathan Back on (09)
3418328.

2-6 March 1994 hosted by the Durban Paragliding club
The festival will include most forms of aviation such as parachuting, hang
gliding, hot air ballooning, micro-lighting and aerobatic flying.
For more information please contact AJex Mahony on phone/answer
machine/fax (031) 21 9479.

Second Birchip "Flatter Than the Flatlands" Easter
Towing Competition
Entry fee $40
Miriimum of 4 pilots per team . Team entries accepted only
Contact or entries to: Warwick Duncan or AJan Beavis, 15 aarinda Rd,
Essendon VIC 3040, phone 03 3372226

1994 Women's World Championships
Chelan, Washington, USA, 5-16 July 1994
For more info rmation contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206
4400998 or Larry Majchrzak on (509) 6823479 .

Hang Gliding Master Cup
Governador Valadares Brazil
27 February to 5 March
Open to all pilots who have a national flight li cence and proven cross
country experience
Prizes in US$ for the best 5 pilots
Entry fee: US$1OO.OO per pilot
7 tasks of speed (triangular, out & return, goal)
Local straight line distance records :
Hang gliding - 209 km Pepe Lopes BR
Paragliding - 124 km Xavier Remond FR

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
July 16-24, Golden BC
Contact: JC Hauchecorne, HPAC Comp Director, 1735 Dublin St, N
Westminster BCCanada V3M2Z9,ph 16045211559,fax 16046827851

BC Provincial Paraglidng Championships
Canada
July 23-29, Okawagan BC

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
...

CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate,
high trim speed, large speed range with flat polar CUNe due to a special
speed system and easy handling make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional
paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country flights and
competitions.

COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate-Class with elegant
look. Convincing appearance and ever simple launching characteristics
besides uncritical flight behaviours - typical PRO DESIGN features. "High
performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, knOW-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC
-A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with
enthusiasm! Well balanced and simple characteristics with attractive
performance. A special and easy to handle speed system extends the speed
range efficiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who
search for stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superceeded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228
Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052 616555
..,.,. A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ......

February 1994
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U~tranBU
Flight Planning Software

Computer-based flight plan
preparation for Windows , OS/2 or
DOS based PCs. Written by a Trike
pilot specifically for Ultralight use.

New for 1994
Ultralight Helmets!

Features include:
Full ERSA
reference plus
bonus local
databases
Entef forec.alt or enle. " a ngle value f(M
u•• in all calculations

Map display of
proposed route
Prints your plan in
domestic plan
format

C8l Use this valua for ,ubl.QUent lega7

This new Ultralight Helmet System offers the
same comfort, convenience and finish as the
top-of-the-line imported systems at an
economy
price.
Headset/microphone
combinations are available for most popular
ultralight
intercom
systems.
Both
HelmetNisor and Full-Face systems are
available.

Sunrisel.sunset
times for anywhere
in Australia.
Ultility calculators
for density
altitudefTAS

Windows version 1.1
DOS Version 1.01
SPECIAL OFFER!

$60.00
$50.00

Add $15 to include Des Rycrofts "Ultralight Navigation"
($4 off retail price), the ideal companion to UltraNav.

Wheel Spats

DOS and
Windows versions!

Unconditional
30-day moneyback guarantee.

Build your own t.rike
from Plans!

Call for prices. Dealer enquiries welcome.

The ideal reference for the
cross-country pilot!

To suit many wheels up to 30cm
diameter, your choice of colours
$130 per pair (+shipping)
(Note: Write for a size template before ordering!)

SpeCial Projects
Need something special or hard-tomake? Fuel tanks, electronics, aviation
software, desktop publishing ... you
name it, we may be able to get it or
make it for you!

Plans are still available for the
----::::::=::::::::------------il Pursuitll 0 single-seater trike. The
_~ff'IIlI.Iftaii;.~
Pursuit combines sparkling performance
~
-Cj'
with economy, can be built from locally
available materials, and it looks great
too! (No responsibility taken if you
choose lousy sail colours, though!) Price
~-:I ~ :
includes postage Australia-wide.
Custom-made promotional badges
Pursuit/10 plans ... $10.00
with your own artwor~. Small
personalised orders are our speciality.
(Some spare parts also available)

Acme

1;;..,. __ftJr,

Button
Badges

Contents include:
Basic concepts, charts, nav computers, flight
rules, flight planning, map reading and lowlevel navigation. Des cuts through the bull
and covers the practical topics that trikers
need to know. Ideal for new pilots studying
for their endorsement!
Available with the UltraNav Special Offer, or
contact: Rycroft Aviation Services
21 Wood St, Woodend 3442

Aerial Pursuits, 68 Teddington Rd, Hampton, 3188. Phone 03-5790527. FAX: 03-598-1302
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Contact: Wayne Bertrand, Box 2039 sm. R., Kelowna BC Canada VIX
4K5, ph 1 6047652359, fax 1 6047658200

"COUPE ICARE" 1994
15th to 18th September 1994
Entries to:
Martine Lange, Icare Festival Organisation, Office Du Tourisme, 38720
St Hilaire Du Touvet, Telephone: 76 08 33 99, Fax: 76 97 20 56

Paragliding World Cup Association Competition Dates
1994 Season
18-25 Feb: Governador Valadares - Brazil
Contact: Haroldo de Castrol Neves, Funsec, Av Brasil 2, 92, Governador
Valadares, MG, Tel: (55) 332711333, Fax: (55) 332 716769
17-27 March: Kytakushu - Japan
Paragliding Pre-World, I-I-Jonai, Kokurakita-Ku, KJtakyushu 803, Tel:
(81) 935823833, Fax: (81) 93 585 1294
24-29 May: Grlndelwald - Switzerland
Christoph Schlappi, OK PWC, Fuhrenmatte, 3818 Grindelwald, Tel : 36
533665
1 - 5 June: Zillertal- Austria
Tourismusverband, 6280 Zell am Ziller, Tirol, Austria, Tel: 52822281,
Fax: 5282228180
24 - 30 July: Peldrahita - Spain
Steve Ham, Centro de Vueio, Travesia DuquedeAJba 2,05500Piedrahita,
Avila, Tel: (34) 08 621013, Fax: (34) 18362215
16 - 21 August: Avoriaz - France
Open International Parapente, CRM, 104 rue de Bagneux, 92120
Montrouge, Tel: (33) 146562470
28 Aug - Sept 4: Chamonlx - France (linal)
Les Gratte-Ciels, Club des Sports, Place due telephenque, 74310 Les
Houches, Tel: (33) 5055 5281, Fax: (33) 5054 5295 ...

After years of manufacturing aircraft. Mainair are now
returning to where it all started by offering a complete two
seater flex wing in kit fonm. The Mainair Mercury. which has
proved popular over the last couple of years. is now to be
offered in quick-build kit form. to give you the satisfaction of
owning an aircraft built by yourself. yet meeting the full
requirements of Section S.
The Mercury is supplied in pre-drilled fonm. such that
assembly should take no more than 50 hours. all components
being pre-finished. ready for assembly.
The sail is supplied ready eyeleted for sliding onto the
wing frame. which is assembled by yourself. All that is then
required is to stick on the regulation letters. cord the battens
and away you go.
Trike assembly requires a few basic tools. and space the
size of a garage for assembly. Drilling is restricted to minor
components. with no specialist skill required. except for a bit of
pride and patience. The engine is supplied with the cowling
modified. and all holes drilled and tapped ready for assembling
the mounting bolts.
Mercury Kit Complete
with Rotax 503 Bosch Ign.
Options:
Ducatti Dual Electronic Ign.
Wheel Spats & Fittings
Front Suspension and
Drum Brake inc Alloy Wheel

$12.750

$1.030
$308
'$385

8/43 Acland Street, St Kilda, Victoria 3182
018 583 668 (03) 534 8540

flf~ta~~t

ELM LODGE
MOTEL
&
P I LOTS

$
FROM

17

PER PERSON

Group Bookings Discount Av·ailable
17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities

Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 55 1144 Fax: (057) 552208
February 1994
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Operations Manager's
Report
I have just returned from Forbes, spending a
week of my holidays working for Paul Haines at
the Flatlands competition. It has been a few
years since I have been involved in a major
competition and I must say I had forgotten how
much there is to do behind the scenes. Paul and
his team spent many late nights getting the
scores out and checking films. Forbes locals,
Lynne and Kieran Giffin, though they do not fly
themselves, put an enormous amount of effort
into organising and running the competition,
along with local pilots Jenny and Len.
The Forbes area proved again that it is a fantastic area for flying with eight days in a row
with good flying conditions enabling tasks as
long as 205 km. This successful competition can
only boost the chances of the Australian bid to
host the '98 World Championships in Forbes.
Tomas again proved unbeatable, completing
every task and scoring 7959 points out of a
possible 8000. Ian Jarman showed he can still
mix it with the big guns to make all but one goal
and top the Aussie pilots with fourth place overall, just ahead of Mark Newland.

It is advisable to increase the speed of the glider
to lower the line pressure as much as possible
prior to release. This problem supports the argument for using a lightweight release.
A very experienced pilot on aero-tow was hit
by the prop-wash from the tugjust as he left the
dolly. The glider rotated quickly and impacted
the ground heavily, leading edge first. The glider
was demolished, though fortunately the pilot
suffered only mild concussion. The tow rope at
the ti me was fairl y short, this problem could well
be solved by using a longer rope.
Accident
Thanks to all the pilots who have lodged reports
this month. Following are several that carry a
lesson:
Pilot rating:
Advanced
Hang glider:
Moyes XS 3
Low coastal cliff
Site:
Conditions:
Light wind
Pilot injury:
Nil
Glider damage:
Extensive

Pilot rating:
Powered
hang glider:
Strip:

Pilot injury:
Glider damage:

21 hrs dual, 3 bes solo
Airborne Edge
Minimum length with a
stand of 100' gum trees at
either end
Small cut to jaw
Totalled except for motor,
gearbox, instruments
& wheels

Description: The pilot misjudged approach
and clipped the top of a tree. The trike fell
through the tree and snagged two metres from
the ground.
Again convenience was a factor, the pilot constructed a strip close to. his home though the area
was not suitable. This is one of a number of
accidents reported from low airtime trike pilots
who are choosing to go off and fly on their own
as soon as they gain their Pilot Certificate. The
HGFA is looking at a system to ensure that these
pilots fly under some degree of supervision until
they gain sufficient experience to determine
suitable conditions and landing areas, as is already the case for hang gliding and paragliding
pilots.
See you next month.
Fly safely, Craig Worth ...

Description: The pilot attempted to soar a I~w
and difficult site in light winds . The lift was
Towing Incidents
insufficient to soar and pilot was forced to land
Several incidents at Forbes warrant passing on:
tailwind in the water. On landing the glider
In light wind conditions where it was necesrolled over leaving the pilot on top of the glider
sary to have maxi mum pressure to la unch, a pi I ot
and he was able to extract himself from the
pushed out too hard soon after he was airborne
harness and swim to shore.
and broke the weak link with a high angle of
If in doubt as to whether a site is soarable,
attack at a height of about thirty feet. Luckily the
where there is no bottom landing and a safe
glider recovered before impacting the ground,
landing is not achievable without lift, forget it!
though only just!
Pilot rating:
Advanced
A pilot launching from a dolly failed to secure
Hang glider:
Moyes XS
his harness zipper cord which snagged on the
Site:
Inland
dolly and the pilot dragged the dolly to at least
Light turbulence & thermals
Conditions:
two hundred feet before he released. On landing
10 kts wind
with the dolly still trailing behind him, the pilot
Nil
Pilot injury:
suffered minor injuries.
Broken leading edge
Glider damage:
Several pilots suffered minor facial injuries
Description: Very experienced pilot opted to
after their releases hi t them in the face on release.
top land to enable retrieval of car although land. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ing was tight and conditions far from ideal.
Overshoot on landing
in
forced a landing in
bushes.
The old story of compromising safety for the
sake of convenience.

ACCOMMODATION
STANWELL PARK
$15/night

BED AND BREAKFAST
Share room, wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
TV, stereo, local knowledge

(042) 943561
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Recently I have seen two articles
which recommend pilots keep the
nose of their glider down when
doing a foot launched towing
take off (non aero tow).

To find out why this

IS

a

dangerous practice (and other
towing tips) read on ""
Towing with the Skyting system is so easy in
a 5-10 knot headwind that many pilots have
assumed that there are no differences in the
technique of hill and tow launches.
But there are and it is the very light/nil/tail
wind takeoff where these pilots have their
problems .
"Keep the nose down and run hard before
letting the nose up" works fine if you are not
attached to a tow line, but if you are, it guarantees that you will be travelling across the ground
at high speed before taking off. To find that in
your effort spent to keep the nose down, you
have also kept a tip down and you are instantly
in a ground level wingover or you have zoomed
off the ground only to fall out of the sky 50 m
down the track.
First a bit of theory :
When a towing force is applied to a hang glider
the glider 'sees' thesum of the downward forces,
and being aerodynamically stable, wants to fly
at its designed trim speed and angle of attack.
The towing force, when combined with the
force of gravity, becomes a forward and
downward force and makes the glider think that
the earth has inclined slightly upwards . The
glider increases its trim angle of attack and trim
speed to suit the new (increased and tilted) G
force accordingly.
Hence the greater the towing force, the greater
the 'inclination' and the higher the trim speed
and angle of attack (relative to the horizon).
Okay, so how does this relate to our light/nil
wind takeoff?
We are all aware that our gliders lift the
strongest and are the most stable at their trim
speed. It also the slowest safe speed to fly.
With the severity of accidents being directly
related to their impact speed it is logical that we
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takeoff at the slowest safe speed.
Itisalsoimportanttobearinmindthatinorder
for the glider to adjustto the artificial gravity and
the pilot to maintain control the transition must
be gradual.
So let's look at a takeoff.
The wind is 0 to 4 knots and you know that the
takeoff is going to be fast.
Hold the wings level and at a neutral pitch.
When the glider feels balanced :
'GO.GO.GO.'
Now wait. DO NOT RUN. It is important that
you let the rope stretch.
Lean backslightly but do not dig in. When you
feel the rope pull you forward take the smallest
steps you can without falling over. THINK
'SHUFFLE, SHUFFLE' .
As soon as you take your first steps forward
LET THE NOSE UP and KEEP THE WINGS
LEVEL. When the towing force builds up
enough for the glider to take off, its trim angle
of attack will be at least 15
degrees higher than normal and as the force increases to a climbing
force, may be more than
30 degrees higher than
normal.
By letting the nose up to
its takeoff trim angle you
are allowing the glider to
take off at the slowest safe
speed. Do not worry about
letting the nose up too
much. Our gliders are
blessed wi th generous
washout which ensures
that the tips create lift that
pitches the nose down
until the wing is below its
stall angle and, once
flying again, seeks trim .
The most important
consideration during the
takeoff is to keep the
wings level and balanced .
If the wings are level and
being lifted equally the
glider will take off
straight.
By letting the glider
take off at trim you are
also allowing a gradual
application of the towing

force. Relaxed passive resistance allows you to
concentrate on keeping the wings level and pickingthe first correction as you are plucked off the
ground at the slowest safe speed into a gradual
climb.
Contrast this with holding the nose below the
trim angle off attack, digging in then running
hard before rotating the nose and going ballistic.
Once your heart stops racing and your eyes
refocus you thank your lucky stars that you
survived another gut wrenching takeoff. If you
were lucky you left the ground with your wings
level and zoomed in a straight line. If you
zoomed off at an angle you were still lucky if
you survived the potential lock out or ground
level wingover.
A high risk, high stress procedure.
Meanwhile your car/winch driver is having a
nervous breakdown. While you were digging in
he/she saw the gauge go ballistic and thought
that he/she had overcooked the still wind
takeoff. Just as the brakes locked up the gauge
dropped like a stone when you blasted out of the
blocks chasing the car. Next it went ballistic
again as the glider described a 90 degree angle
at takeoff only to drop like a stone once again as
the energy of the vertical zoom was converted
to height and the glider nosed over into horizontal flight and began travelli ng in the same direction as the tow. "Faster, faster" screamed the
radio. ' Oh my God. I am going to drop him back:
on the ground ....' Very stressful!
Let's look again at the nose up (trim angle of

~----------------------.....

O\jer The Rainbo w
Stay at...

'.Afl/ADO

f'l 1\."

110TOR INN
Rainbow Beach

Situated adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow
on Cooloola Drive
Special Deals for hang and parag/ider pilots

•
•

20 units all with private facilities including linen
•

Fully licensed bar and a-la-carte restaurant
•

Budget priced meals available

• Swimming pool, covered gas BBQ & laundry
facilities

Phone Margaret or Bruce Craig
for details

074 863211
PO Box 89 Rainbow Beach Qld 4581
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useless for moni tori ng takeoff and you are better
off organising a system of communication that
obviates the need for a spotter. 'Away clean' or
'I am off easy, easy' on takeoff; and the appropriate feedback on tow works weIl.]
Remember ONCE YOU HAVE TO PUSH
THE BAR OUT TO REMAIN AIRBORNE
YOU MUST RADIO 'STOP' AND CONTINUE WITH THE LANDING.
(3) The glider is plucked off the ground at the
slowest safe speed but with one wing lower
than the other, iein a turnlslippingsideways.
Depending on the severity, usually not a
problem . Due to the low tension usually one
quick correction will straighten the glider. If
it does not then 'STOP' and level the wings
before landing.
(4) The glider takes off straight but the trim
angle of attack is too high and the glider is
going ballistic(wind gradient/too much tension/nose held down) .
No problem: Trim the bar in and notify the
driver 'EASY, EASY'. Keep the glider straight.
Remember to let the bar back out to trim once
the zoom is over.
(5) As in (4) but not straight. Big problem :
'STOP'. Get the wings level and cope with
the landing. If you can not get the wings
level before you hit the ground and it is
going to be fast/hard grip the lower upright
with both hands, brace yourself with your
arms straight and hold on. You will swing
around the upright and may be pleasantly
surprised by the lack of damage to you and
your glider.
To recap the takeoff priorities:
KEEP THE WINGS EVEL AND BALANCED
THINK 'SHUFFLE, SHUFFLE' - DO NOT
RUN
LET THE NOSE UP
KEEP THE WINGS LEVEL
ONCE AIRBORNE : KEEP IT STRAIGHT
especially in the first 100 feet.
ALWAYS FLY WITH A LOOSE GRIP AND
ALLOW TIlE TENSION TO SET THE TRIM
PITCH ANGLE (occasionally open your hands
to ensure that you really do not have that bar
nipped in .)
At no stage
Rod Porteous gets a tow at Okotoks Airshow,
should your
CafUlda - photo Rod Flockhllrt
arms be fully
extended
during the tow.
If they are then
there is too
much tow tension. Trim the
bar in and advise the driver
' EASY,
E A S Y , .
Remember to
let the bar back
out to tri m once
the zoom has
passed; or tri p

attack) take off.
What can go wrong?
(1) You pushed the nose up too high during
your shuffie. No problem IF you fly with a
loose grip and let the glider set the pitch
angle. Once the tips have rotated the nose
down a normal takeoff will follow. (I tested
this to the extreme by trying the old boat
towing starting position with the keel on the
ground and uprights on my shoulders in still
wind conditions before saying go,go,go.)
(2) The glider is plucked gently off the ground
but afterclimbing5 to 20 feet stops climbing
and begins to si nk back to the ground. (Tow
tension too low/gust of tailwind.)
No problem (as long as you DO NOT PUSH
THE BAR OUT) : You have a decision to make:
advise the driver a) 'stop'; or b) 'faster, faster'.
If you choose 'stop' then you will only have to
cope with a light/nil/tail wind landing. If you
choose 'faster, faster' then you must wait for the
tension to increase, still allowing the glider to fly
at trim with a loose grip. If the glider descends
to the ground I strongly recommend 'stop' and
cope with the landing. If you choose to continue
with the-launch you must be prepared to take a
couple of 'giant leaps for mankind' while the
tension increases - still letting the glider fly at
trim. NEVER PUSH THE BAR OUT unless
you aredoinga landing flare. If you push the bar
out to slow your descent rate (trying to stay
airborne) the glider will decelerate from its trim
speed to its stall speed and begin to stall. When
the glider begins to stall the lifting forces do not
diminish rapidly but the drag forces increase
dramatically. This causes two problems; the
rapidly increasing drag forces decelerate the
glider even more ensuring a progression of the
stall to the point where the tips are lifting much
more than the nose and the gliders nose rotates
down. CRASH. The other problem is that the
rapidly increasing drag sends a false signal to the
car/winch driver by indicating that the tension is
increasing at the same time as the glider is doing
a nose-in. Bad news for the pilot if he/she is
speechless with shock and the release is not tied
off such as to ensure an automatic release in case
of a nose in. [With bad heat haze a spotter is
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The build-up of ice was also
affecting the handling of the
glider...
A group of eight to ten pilots were approaching final glide to goal during the third round of
the SE Qld Championships. The day 's task was
from Beechmont launch to goal at a road intersection a few kilometres north-east of Boonah.
I was part of this leading group and we found
ourselves confronted by an area of what appeared to be moderate overdevelopment and
light rain. Witha relatively short distance to goal
and ample clearance from c10udbase which was
at 4500' AMSLat this stage, all pilots continued
on course.
After enteri ng the clouded area the rain rapidly
developed to very heavy. Strong lift was experienced and cloud started forming at lower
altitudes than we were then flying (3500') . . .
off and have a go at it if you consider that you
have towed into a thermal and are high enough.
One final word on takeoffs and flying in
general. Hang gliding flight requires instinctive
reflex inputs from pilots and in order to allow
our subconscious mind to provide the reflex
actions we must be as RELAXED as possibleparticularly during the takeoff and landing
phases . You can try too hard and in doing so not
perform as well as you would if you calmed
down and put your anxiety into a box called
'calculated risks '. A relaxed, passive, detached
state of mind will allow your subconscious mind
to assess and provide the correct refl ex action far
faster than if you concentrate fiercely. So
RELAX and fly with a loose grip - it is the key
to reflex flying.
Lex Jones, 63137
Collie Hang Gliding Club, McAvoy Rd, A1lanson 6225 W.A. ~
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unconsciousness. The
build-up of ice was also
Steve Blenkinsop
Pilot:
affecting the handling of
Advanced, 2000+ hrs, 13 yrs XC flying the glider and my vision
Experience:
12.10.93, 1pm
.
Date:
was severely restricted.
15 km west of Beaudesert, SE Old
Location:
At 10500' AMSL I
successfully
hand
deployed my MetamorDespite flying at maximum speed and safe maxphosi back-up parachute and climbed into the
imum descent rate, several pilots, including
•A' frame of the glider. The sink rate under
. myself, found ourselves involuntarily in cloud.
parachute is in excess of 1200 fpm and although
The horizontal separation of hang gI iders at this
I am unsure of my exact descent rate, I did hear
stage was several hundred metres and collision
the sink alarm of my variometer which was set
was not a high risk.
at 400 fpm down. The instruments had rotated
Unless turbulence is severe, horizontal
to a position where they were not visible to me.
stability of a hang glider is not difficult to main-

tered trees that were present, but found my very
cold legs did not flex. I consequently collapsed
into the harness and heavily bruised the back of
my right thigh. The only damage to the glider
was a bent A-frame bolt. Thankfully a ground
crew (Judy Durand) easily located me by radio.

Under parachute the glider oscillated wildly
with each wingtip touching the bridle line alternatel y. This was probabl y due to the turbulence
in the cloud and because I had deployed the
parachute through the rear lower wires of the

Conclusions
It is not unusual for hang glider pilots to encounter rain but all are aware of and avoid
Cu-nims. In this case pilots were unaware of the
likelihood of Cu-nim development and although
overdevelopment was occurring on the coastal
ranges, from our perspective the clouds past
Beaudesert did not look to have excessively
vertical development.
The reduction in cloud base height from 4500'
AMSL to 2000' AMSL and a corresponding
drop in the freezing level caught many pilots by
surprise. I believe I was the only pilot that exceeded height limits though several pilots were
caught in cloud for extended periods of time.
Some, using compasses, were able to continue
on course.
It is up to the individual pilot to ensure
clearance from cloud is able to be maintained. It
is obvious greater caution should have been
exercised to avoid being drawn into cloud, even
one which developed as quickly as this one.
Having used compasses for avoiding similar
circumstances overseas, I would strongly
recommend hang glider pilots equip their glides
with a compass. Secondly I would recommend
waterproof clothing to avoid the rapid onset of
hypothermia that can be experienced when wet.
Steve Blenkinsop ...

tain in white-out conditions if speed is reduced.
This I did, but the resulting increase in sink rate
of the glider caused me to start c1imbingatsome
400-600 feet per minute (fpm). I was not flying
with a compass, being sensitive to criticism of
cloud flying during competitions overseas. A
compass is not compulsory nor normally needed
for cross country navigation in hang gliders.
Without a compass, directional stability in cloud
is almost impossible to maintain, and despite
attempts to fly straight, I was not able to leave
the cloud.
Flying conditions in the cloud had
deteriorated, with very heavy hail some 15 mm
in diameter, and having climbed past the freezing level, the glider and my clothing began to
freeze .
Despite attempts to spiral dive, with caution to
avoid inverting the glider and breaking it up, I
continued to climb. After some fifteen minutes
in cloud I was approaching l0000'! I had been
in radio contact with other pilots and informed
them of my situation . Radio reports of other
clouds in the area were of vertical development
of only 3000', so I had little idea of the height
of this Cu-nim may have been attaining.
After about another five minutes and having
found an area of lift that I estimated to have a
vertical movement of only 600 fpm, I communicated that I was considering deploying my
parachute. By this time I was experiencing
symptoms of hypothermia and had lost most
sensation in my hands . I was also fearful of
frostbite to my hands and face, and possible
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Under parachute the glider
oscillated wildly with each
.wingtip touching the
bridle line alternately.

glider causing it to be very nose down.
I experienced extreme vertigo but was able to
find my hook knife and was in a position to cut
away the glider if I had not been descending.
Al ternativel y I planned to cut away the
parachute on descending out of cloud if I found
myself coming down in hostile terrain. I was
able to communicate by radio on the way down.
As it eventuated, after about ten minutes, I
cleared cloud at only some 1200' above ground
level. Considering that there were clearings
below and I was unsure if the glider was intact,
plus the fact that I was feeling extremely
nauseous, I decided to complete the descent
under parachute.
On landing approach, I cleared the few scat-

On drying out the equipment and repacking
the parachute I was able to compete the next day.
Considering the Cu-nim wason the set course,
a pilot in the lead group (Drew Cooper) advised
competition officials that he felt the competition
for the day should be cancelled. They promptly
acted upon this advice and cancelled the round
because of safety concerns, advisi ng all pilots to
this effect.
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An Adventure Of a Lifetime

II

As you may recall from last month's story,
our intrepid adventurers had departed Sydney International Airport stopping at Williamtown, Taree and finally Port
Macquarie. It was hard to believe day one
was over. We had covered over four
hundred kilometres which was only about
eight percent of our intended journey.
At the briefing on the second morning, I
remember stressing to the pilots to beware of
powerlines at the threshold of the Nambucca

Heads Airstrip. An hour later at the strip I
watched quite a few landing approaches that
could have given the pilots quite a shock!
We were stuck on the ground far longer than
intended because a couple of pilots had not
bothered to fill their fuel tanks that morning.
Luckily, a local offered to run them into town as
our ground crew were by now in Coffs Harbour.
Not a good start to the morning of day two. We
were now over two hours behind but little did I
know then that things were going to get much
worse.

Quantum Q2
The Quantum Is the latest In flexwlng (trike) technology. It combines
the Q2 wing with the new Quantum trike which has been brilliantly
engineered with function, strength and style being the top priorities.

Featur!!s include:

*
*
*

Quasar type ergonomics with even further improvements for total pilot comfort.
Ultra strong Rectangular tube construction on trike base with wide track ' and
long wheelbase, combine to give a huge improvement over old type trike bases.
Mono pole folds above engine, so:
1) No more fuel spills as engine does not move while rigging.
2) Seat is fully moulded for comfort and can stay in position at all times
(a great plus).

* Adjustable foot controls for pilot (great news for the short and tall alike).
Gas strut assisted wing/trike erection for easy solo rigging.
* orFulldual.
moulded seat as in Quasar with full back support for complete comfort solo

*

*
*

Compression strut suspension with no rear axle wires, a must for rough
paddocks and long grass.
Trailing link front forks, running in ball bearings, combined with wheel suspension, combine for effortless ground handling and landings.

* Large wheels with rugged tyres for tough Australian conditions.
* Engines 503 Duallgn, 462 LC and 582 Low Noise.
* Spat fins for high speed stability and sure tracking.
* sure
Low noise model is so quiet and smooth, you will be checking the tacho to make
the engine is still running!
* with
In flight trim 45-70 mph hands off, with a top speed of almost 90 mph combined
the handling and stability of the Q2 wing make the Quantum Q2 a great
combination.

The Quantum leads the
way on trike
performance, economy
and affordability.
PUT IT ON YOUR MUST
FLY LIST!

Sky Cycles
Pty Ltd
14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin Airport, Mentone VIC 3194

Phone (03) 587 5975, Fax (03) 5875976
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II

"This trip is aviation at its
pures t "...
I called Coffs Harbour Control Tower and was
advised that the wind there was 030 degrees,
fifteen gusting to twenty knots. The wind on the
ground seemed to agree with the tower's report. '
As the runway at Coffs would be directly into
the wind, we decided to head off. This time we
were required to flyin tight single file and as one
group.
Just after taking off I noticed something
strange about the ocean. From the small patches
of dark blue water occasionally visible through
the millions of white caps, I estimated a wind
strength of thirty knots.
Coffs Harbour was about twenty nautical
miles north. At fifty knots, no wind, it should
have taken us about twenty minutes. It actually
took us an hour and a quarter. During the flight,
I estimated an initial ground speed of twenty
knots, but it took almost half an hour to cover
the last five nautical miles.
Landing in a forty knot blow, I must admit,
had me a touch concerned. I was fairly confident
of landing safely myself, but was horrified by
the thought of a runway with twenty trikes piled
at one end.
After liaising with the tower, our group was
cleared to join the circuit area on a right base for
runway zero three. As we were heading north,
this simply meant turn left to cross a few
hundred metres of scrub and line up with the
runway.
When you've got a forty knot head wind, you
don't need to "angle ofr' much to execute a
ninety degree turn (relative to the ground). It was
the strangest sensation I had ever felt whilst
flying a trike. It only took a few seconds to crab
across the scrub to the start of the runway.
The runway at Coffs is over two kilometres
long. With twenty four trikes relatively close
behi nd, I decided to land about a third of the way
up the strip. Up until now the air had been
relatively smooth but I knew as I approached the
ground at almost full power and with plenty of
airspeed this would change.
At about one hundred feet I noticed my ground
speed was zero. At fifty feet the trike started to
move forward again . It was then we were severely buffeted from side to side. Somehow we
touched down safely, eve n though it was one
wheel at a time.
I looked to the side and noti ced a television
cameraman and a ground marshall in the back
ofa ute. Christina gave mea bighug and thanked
me for getting her down safely . "That 's okay", I
replied in a voice three times its normal pitch.
The ground marshall lead us to the first taxi way
which was ni nety degrees to the wi nd. There was
no way I was turni ng nine ty degrees and cut the
corner to reduce the cross wind angle to thirty
degrees.
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time(I was turning by the use of the front wheel) .
and should have been
We were knocked a bit off course and continued
~rriving at Tyagarah
to take hits. The wind was now a west north
Airfield (Byron Bay)
westerly, hot and smoky. We climbed to a
for a BBQ with Lena
thousand feet (the ern lower limit) to try and
and Joe Scott of
avoid the rough air but it didn't help much.
Skylimit Aviation.
Later, we climbed to four thousand five hundred
Lena and Joe went to
feet and re-engaged the auto-pilot.
a lot of trouble to welcome us that afterWe all arrived at Maclean still pretty much as
noon,
but
a group and spent the next fifteen minutes lookunfortunately we
ing for a grass strip cut out of the sugar cane.
never made it. Sorry
Talk about a needle in a haystack! While on the
guys! It wasn't my
ground, I rang the RAAF to get clearance for the
fault, .please talk to
restricted zone near Evans Head and was adme again .
vised it had been released.
We were stuck in
We had hoped to get to Tyagarah that day, but
Coffs
Harbour for
due to head winds we ran out of day light and
Luke Carmody with cancer patient Adam Cornish & family
another day and a half
camped the night at Evans Head. The Mayor
before his flight
but we were really
came out to greet us and noted that we had
made to feel welTwo thirds of the way through the turn, the
looked and sounded likea swarm of mosquitoes
come. The Mayor had welcomed us and all our
wind pushed the upwind wing tip to the ground.
as we flew passed the town . Luckily, the pilots
aircraft were allocated hangar space. The Aero
With all my strength, and then Christina's as
all had their muzzles on and no locals were
Club kindly loaned us their facilities. We also
well we could not get the wing ti p off the ground.
bitten. The next morning, we finally made it to
met up with Kevin Gale, a former Senior Air
It was making a horrible scraping sound. I had
Tyagarah and feasted on Lena and Joe's BBQ
Traffic Controller, who had given us much
the brakes on full and the front wheel was bei ng
breakfast. All the macho pilots lined up to nurse
needed advice during the latter part of the orblown forward and, unbelievably, sideways.
Lena's brand new baby girl. Thanks guys, better
ganisation. "This trip is aviation at its purest", he
late than never?
At about sixty degrees cross I changed tactics.
said with much envy because he would have
I applied full lock into the wind and a boot full
Stay tuned for Part 3.
liked to have participated. Kevin was the fellow
of power. As the trike came around into the
Luke Carmody CFI
in mission control during Dick Smith 's balloon
wind, we got the tip off the ground, but it took
Skywise Powered Hang Gliding ...
of Australia. Thanks again Kevin for
crossing
all of our strength to keep it off during the one
your invaluable help!
-----------kilometre taxi to the club house and awaiting
crowd.
With a lot of help we managed to get the trike
tied down and started to head back to help other
trikes taxiing in. It was a credit to the pilots and
their aircraft that everyone had landed safely.
Quite a few pilots commented on the fact that
their landi ngs were "purely vertical". One fellow
with a wind speed indicator reported gusts of
forty five knots on the ground.
Unfortunately, two trikes were blown over
while taxiing to the hangars. One 'wing-wal ker'
was lifted clear off the ground during one blowover. Luckily, no one was hurt and damage to
aircraft was only cosmetic.
By the time we had finished taxiing and tying
the trikes down, we had lost another two hours.
All up we were now five hours behind schedule

When we finally
managed to get out of
Coffs, there were
clear skies and a very
light east south
easterly blowing. We
left as a single group
and enjoyed five
hundred feet coastal
track to ihe CTR
boundary. At the very
instant we crossed the
boundary, we were
hit by a thousand
wingtip vortices all at
once. The trike was in
auto-pilot mode at the

Trikes at Williamtown airport
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Basically, any pilot with an IPPI card showing a safe pro or para stage
of 4 or 5 should be capable of flights at most (but not all) of our sites. Their
logor a few questions should help identify where the experience gaps exist.
Conversely, an HGFA member considering travel to another country
could obtain an IPPI card from the HGFAoffice (cost $10 or $15 with FAI
Sporting Licence if not already held). lh.is would assist site club officers
in other countries to easily identify where your Australian Certificate fits
in with their rating system. It is important to note that you will need to
carry your HGFA Record of Qualifications as well as take out any visiting
pilot insurances in the country you visit.

•••
Flatlands 1994 Results

1
2

3
4
5
9
10
11

Tomas Suchanek
Manfred Ruhmer
Richard Walbec
Ian Jarman
Mark Newland
Drew Cooper
Steve Gilmour
Geoff Tulloch

Applications should include the appropriate fee and your name and
membership number . .A.

Life Membership
John Dickenson and Bill Moyes were publicly acknowledged for their
roles in.the development of Australian hang gliding with an affirmation of
their Life Membership status during the Oosing Ceremony of the 1994
Forbes Flatlands.
International Pilot Proficiency
Identification (IPPI)
The Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) has developed an
International Pilot Proficiency Identification (lPPI) system to assist in
the assessment and understanding of visiting pilot's ratings and certificates.
The system works by each national organisation identifying how its
ratinglcertificatesystem equates to the PARA PRO (paragliding) or SAFE
PRO (hang gliding) system .
The chart below indicates how the HGFA system would relate to the
SAFE PRO and PARA PRO systems.
The HGFA Office has these cards available now, but we would suggest
tha toni y those who are defi ni tel y travelling to order them, as we have onl y
limited stocks.
As this system becomes more established pilots visiting Australia should
carry this card thus making skill experience checks by safety officers on
sites much more reliable and meaningful.

HGFA
Certificate

Novice Pilot
Certificate

Intermediate
Certificate
Advanced
Certificates
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Minimum Skills &
Experience

IFPI
Level

Para/Safe Pro

Skills & Experience

6 days of training.

1

Ground Skimming

4 days and 20 flights. Low
flights only.

Basic smooth air
soaring skills

2

High Gliding

Min. of 8 days and 40 flights.
No soaring.

30 flights

3

Basic soaring

Minimum 10 hrs and 60
flights

25 days/25 hrs
Adv soaring

4

Advanced Soaring

Min. 20 hrs and thermal
experience

12 mths/80 hrs XC
skills

5

Cross Country

Min 40 hIS and 5 XC flights

SKYSAILOR

ELECTION OF HGFA MANAGEMENT BOARD

INTRODUCTION FROM BOARD
The current HGFA Board would like you to consider your votes carefully, remembering that your board
members will require certain skills and expertise if they are to effectively manage your sport . The HGFA has
been well served by its regional representatives and encourages you to continue this tradition of having a broad
rep resentational base . The new constitution allows for election of committee members from any region, but it
is our view that a committee compri sing of representatives from all or at least most of the regions will best
serve the majority of our members.

N.B . This space left blank intentionally
Please see separate ballott form

HGFA BOARD NOMINATIONS
Listed Alphabetically

STUART ANDREWS
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Thredbo - Sth-NSW
H Reichinger
W Potocky-Pacay

Citation :
A first hand knowledge of the administration and operation of
paragliding having been the paragliding committee convenor for
three years. A similar knowledge of the workings of the HGFA
Management Board having attended all board meetings for these
three years.
I also have a general knowledge of aviation having held both
gliding and GA licences during the past 30 years as well as
holding current ultralight licences for both 3 axis and weight
shift aircraft.
I am a firm believer in the present philosophy and direction of
the HGFA.

nurse. I presently work for a large architectural company in
Brisbane where I lead a team of hospital planners and designers.
(I have designed a number of large hospitals throughout ald .)
My work requires attendance at and direction of meetings with
clients, hospital personnel, consultants and builders etc. I am
also committee member with the Old ballet (my wife being a
ballerina in that company). I therefore feel I have enough
background to Intellectually contribute to the HGFA committee.
I have also attended one round of HGFA Committee meetings
and therefore have got that part of the learning curve behind me.
I have been in the sport for 4 years.It is a sport for which I have
developed a passion .
My vision (for the sport) is to ensure that the visions of others in
my region are rationalised and carried forward to the HGFA for
endorsement. I would also wish to see that the professional and
responsible decisions made by the HGFA are carried back and
promoted to the members of my region with the ultimate aim
being the advancement and development of the sport as whole.

---oQo.--

IAN DUNCAN
Nominated by:
Seconded :

Sydney - Nth-NSW
D Snelling
G Smith

Citation :
As the current Secretary of Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
(Australia's largest HG Club) and Secretary of the Nth-NSW
Regional Association I will be able to draw ideas and the needs
from a large cross section of pilots and so represent a bigger
percentage of members at the national level.
I would like to see HGFA continue to encourage skills
improvement especially for newer pilots with training at club
level in towing, cross country skills and flying at more advanced
sites through club workshops under supervision of advanced and
more experienced pilots.
I am keen to see us maintain and improve membership numbers
and participation with a strong desire to see the sport progress.
---oQo.--

JENNY GANDERTON
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Forbes - Sth-NSW
D McCloskey
R Muller

Citation:
Jenny is without doubt one of the worlds top female pilots. She
has been instrumental in the development of the Flatlands
competition and has great skills and knowledge In all aspects of
cross country flying.
Jenny would bring a wealth of knowledge gained from her
international flying experiences to the HGFA Management team .
Her knowledge and skills should prove Invaluable as we move
into World Championship planning for both the Womens Worlds
in 1996 and the Open Worlds proposed for the Forbes area in
1998.
--- -oQo.---

TONY GIAMMICHELE
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Brisbane - Sth-Qld
J Christensen
Paul Pentecost

Citation:
My qualifications include that of an architect and registered

----oQo.---

CLIVE GILMOUR
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Stanwell - Sth-NSW
SHocking
G Wilkinson

Citation :
Over 20 years involvement in the sport. A key figure in the early
development of hang gliding at Stanwell Park including a long
Involvement with that Club and more recently the Sydney Hang
Gliding Club.
Highly Involved in the development of Aero-towing and the
establishment of Rylstone airstrip as a HGFA member controlled
airfield.
Manager of the our National Team in the Owens Valley for the
1993 World Championshlps.(Sllver medallists)
Ex1ensive managerial and business skills acquired over many
years running a very large and successful wholesale butchery
business.

----<>00---JUDITH GOLDSTONE
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Sydney - Sth-NSW
R Bohler
G Auld

Citation :
Judith Is an Orthopaedic Surgeon and is possibly best known to
most members through her work on the analysis of HGFA's
accident records as printed in Skysailor last year.
Judith has also become very active with the Sydney Hang
Gliding Club especially with pilot development programs such as
"wingtips".
A keen intermediate pilot with over 250 hours of flying Judith
would be an asset to any organisation that has a concern for
safety and accident prevention .

----<>00--ROHAN GRANT
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Hobart - Tas.
M Pike
SKip

Citation :
Skills :
32 yr old Intermediate hang glider pilot with occasional XC
flights when Tasmanian weather allows.
Bachelor of Arts in Information Science,Administration and
Accounting . Ten years professional experience in computer
communications and computer systems management.
Experience:
Tas HGA President for 5 years. Past HGFA Vice President for 2
years and current HGFA Secretary 2 years with a total of 5 years
on the HGFA Management board.
Broad knowledge of HGFA's role, organisation workings and
environment.
Vision:
Short Term ; Unrestricted access to airspace up to 10,000'
aCTA.
Mid Term; The financial independence of the HGFA and growth
of female participation to 25% of members.
Long Term ; A fatality free sport.

-- - -000-- - ANDREW HUMPHRIES
Nominated by:
Seconded :

Perth - WA
S Endres
S Betson

Citation :
I started hang gliding in Victoria eleven years ago and for the
past seven have resided in WA. As well as my recreational
flying , I have experience as a competition pilot and competition
organiser.
Five years ago I abandoned my geological career to start a full
time hang gliding school and this has afforded me more time to
become involved with the administration of our sport. I have
been a HGFA Management Board member for two years being
president for the past year.
I have been highly involved with my local club - The Dalwallinu
Club , which is very successful at developing our sport at the
grass roots level - keeping pilots in the sport and developing
sites.
Over the past three years, the efficiency with which the HGFA
has been run and the level of service offered to members has
improved markedly. Looking after the needs of the individual
pilot is one of our most important objectives, and we have
become increasingly successful In this task, particularly through
our support for the development of local clubs and In our
continued improvement to the instructional system .
If I am re-elected to the HGFA Management board, I will push for
the continuation of these trends, to ensure that the positive
developments in our sport lead us to a more enjoyable and
secure future .

----000---SHAUN KEANE
Nominated by:
Seconded :

Canberra - ACT
M Brady
N Bolton

Citation :
Shaun has been flying hang gliders since 1987 and in that time
has flown in many countries and has developed an acx:urate
understanding of what pilots want from the Federation.
In 1990 he began flying paragliders and was subsequently
selected as a member of the national team to compete in the
1991 World Championships. Upon his return he received his
instructor certificate and for the past three years has been
running a successful Paragliding school in the ACT.
Trained as a chef, Shaun spent many years in management
positions in some of Canberra's largest motels. He then started
his own business within the hospitality industry with whicli he
has had much success.
Shaun has been on the ACTHGA committee for five years and

joined the existing HGFA Management Board in 1993. Since
joining the board he has developed strong feelings as to where
the sport should be heading and feels that we should be doing
our best to become united as an organisation. With this united
outlook we should be trying to gain acceptance as part of the
general aviation community. This will help the sport grow with
better public perception of the level of safety we have achieved
and make it easier to achieve greater airspace freedom .
A sport as diverse and widespread as hang gliding means that
there are small groups of pilots with very little power within this
new system, it is Shaun's aim to see that these minority groups
still get heard and that their needs are met as well as the needs
of larger areas.
--~--

DAVID LAMONT
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Proserpine - Nth-Qld
R Huxhagen
G Etherton

Citation:
Flying since 1978. Hang Gliding Instructor for past six years.
Involved at club level for many years.
Along with other Nth Old pilots concerned that the more remote
regions will lose a voice in the HGFA unless representatives
from those regions gain poSitions on the Management Board.

----000---PAUL MOLLISON
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Newcastle - Nth-NSW
R Hibberd
S Moore

Citation:
Skills MId Experience:
Fifteen years experience as a senior manager in large
organisations and active participation in numerous HGFA
committees over 10 years, Including a number of years as HGFA
Vice President.
Vision:
My vision for the HGFA includes an organisation with structured
programs that allow our members the maximum freedom to
operate as responsible members of the aviation community.
--~-

JAMES NATHANIEL
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Wollongong - Sth-NSW
Glenn Connor
G Barrie

Citation:
Advanced pilot with nearly two years experience on the HGFA
Board as president for Sth-NSW Regional Association and also
held executive positions with the lllawarra Hang Gliding Club for
many years.
James works as a sales manager bringing advanced
computer/database skills to the management team . James
designed and operates HGFA's new accident/incident database
which is able to produce valuable trend and othyer analysis data.
Encourages site development. Organiser for the Corryong Cup
for the past couple of years.
James has an ambition to ensure that the HGFA should continue
to operate in the interest of ALL pilots/members.

---000---RICHARD NEVINS
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Gold Coast - Sth-Old
D Evans
L Gontard

Citation:
Richard has been around the sport for many years. A prime
mover and motivator in the Sth-Old Region his experience in
hang gliding, powered hang gliding, towing and aero-towing is
vast.

Vision : The development and promotion of the sport both
nationally and regionally and has the extensive skills and
contacts required to get results. This can be nowhere better
observed than in the rapid development and progress of the
sport in the Sth-Qld Region. An interest In being directly
involved in the HGFA's preparations and organisation of the
proposed World Championships events scheduled for '96 and '98
in Australia.

---000--LEN PATON
Nominated by:
Seconded :

Forbes - Sth-NSW
A Heffer
B Moyes

Citation :
Highly involved at the leading edge of flatlands flying being one
of the key figures in establishing that event as one of the most
important on the international circuit.
Keen cross country pilot and experienced tow pilot.
Executive member of the Central West Hang Gliding Club for
many years.

Nominated by:
Seconded:

T Hughes
J Adams

Citation :
Current president of Victorian Hang Gliding Association (VHGA)
and immediate past secretary of VHGA for past two years. I am
an advanced rated hang glider pilot and safety officer.
My major concerns are;
*
first and foremost, safety especially when training.
*
containment of costs to pilots in sports administration
*
encouragement of individual participation in our sports
at every level
promotion of a sense of one community of all pilots
*
from all disciplines (HG, PG & PHG)
free and open access by all Australian pilots to ali
*
Australian sites (ie community not exclusivity or fee
charging)
-~-

BAlAN WEBB
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Bright - Vic.
M Doherty
NWebb

---000---MARK PIKE
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Melbourne - Vic.
P Wright
D Jones

Citation :
As the present treasurer of the HGFA, I have a very good
knowledge of its operations. I maintain a determination that the
HGFA remains financially stable with improvements and growth
in all areas. Pilot safety and the provision of member services by
HGFA is paramount.
I have been managing the financial affairs of the HGFA for the
past three years and am employed as a cost analyst by an
aerospace company.

---000--STAN ROY
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Sunshine Coast - Sth-Qld
L Thompson
R Groves

Citation :
I have been flying hang gliders since 1975 and have been a
member continuously since then. I was a member of the QHGA
Executive for five years during its formative years. I have been
instructing hang gliding since 1976 (continuously) and am also a
Senior PHG Instructor. I manufactured the "Vision", the first
Australian built 60% double surface purpose built novice glider
for some four years and therefore feel I have good all round
experience for the position.

---000-JOHN TRUDE
Nominated by:
Seconded :

Sydney - Nth-NSW
G Omundsen
D Snelling

Citation:
John Trude has been a very active worker at club level for many
years. From the Mid North Coast of NSW to the Blue Mountains
and further west John is out every weekend flying and working
to expand the sport in the most practical of way by opening new
sites.
John would bring a very reasoned and a true "fliers' perspective
to the board. His experience In developing the Nth Beaches Club
would be most valuable enabling the HGFA to assist other clubs
to grow and increase member activity.

--000--JOHN TWOMEY

Melbourne - Vic.

Citation :
Advanced hang gliding and paragliding skills combined with
extensive instructional experience in Australia and Europe.
A broad experience in business management.
A desire to see HG and PG grow and prosper whilst contributing
to and learning from each other.

----000---ROBERT WOODWARD
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Adelaide - SA.
J Foote
S Hoefs

Citation :
Licensed Conveyancer (self employed) and flying Hang gliders
since 1977. I have held executive positions for 15 years on the
SAHGA committee including President, Vice President,
Treasurer, Secretary and Editor of "Icarus". I have also
represented SAHGA at meetings of TAHGA and HGFA for 10
years.
Flying experience Includes coastal and thermal soaring mainly in
SA with limited flying in NE and Southern Vic. I am currently
flying a Magic 3 and have logged 300 hours. My competition
experience is limited to SA State Comps and I hold an advanced
rating.
If elected, I bring to the management team of HGFA an
understanding of the sport from 15 years involvement and an
empathy for all pilots who have little desire to become involved
in the management of the HGFA but don't want to be
disenfranchised.
I believe that the HGFA Management team should continue to
concentrate on national matters pertaining to hang gliding and
associated sports and devolve responsibility for other local
issues to regions and clubs.
----000-MIKEZUPANC
Nominated by:
Seconded:

Brisbane - Sth-Old
N Dillane
A Nevins

Citation:
Flying for over 12 years with in excess of a thousand hours on
hang gliders. Keen competition pilot of National Team standard
with overseas experience and a broad view of the sport. Member
of QHGA and Sth-Qld Committees as Safety Director for many
years.
His opinions and ideas are highly respected at all levels of the
sport.
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by A ndrew Atkinson
Thanks to some great negotiations by Bronwyn, the Marlborough Site was opened early
1993. Within weeks of opening, Glen Duncan
and I set a goal from Marlborough of 100 kIns.
This was the first time we had set a long distance
flight and accomplished it. After that achievement, much excitement was buzzing around
central and north queensland about the site.
We arranged a long weekend camp-out with
the Gladstone Oub. All were hoping for some
great flights.

then flew to the next one. Mostlift
was only about 0-20 feet up, but I
felt it was better staying with this
to at least maintain my height,
whilst the tail wind was helping
cover ground.
I thought UJle was behind me
going across the range, but found
that he had held back. The clouds
were disappearing quite quickly
by then and he radioed to say that

Mt Helens Central Qld - p Andrew Atkinson

spotted a small town which was Middlemount.
I was looking for a last thermal when in
the distance some flashing lights caught
We awoke on Saturday morning to a great
my eye. With my height I started to glide
day. I think the reason we all bombed out
over to the lights. On the way there I
was because we were content to jump cloud
discovered it was an open cut mine, Norstreets and to cross tire range at the narwich
Mines. About 15° off to the right I
rowest point. On Sunday we spent the day
saw
another
township in the distance. It
clearing to make some improvements to the
was about 4.45 pm and the hope of another
site.
thermal was fading.
Quite a few of the group had left by SunThen I spotted 2 eagles thermalling up
day afternoon and by Monday morning the
rapidly. The three of us thermalled as high
wind had picked up to about 20 knots from
as it would take us. I felt it was the best
the S.E. Gary and John decided not to fly
thermal all day, even if it wasn't the
and became our driver and navigator. Col
strongest.
From that thermal I had an easy
and I took off at 12 noon. We flew together,
\"
glide
to
the
town . With about 2000 ft to
scratching for the first 20 kIns or so, with Andrew Atkinson launching at Marlborough with Mt
spare I flew over the town and found a nice
Col finding better lift and guiding me to it.
O'Connell in the distance - p Nev Akers
park with a flag pole at one end and no
Once past Demore, we finally made it to
powerlines. By the time I had circled and
he was in trouble and that he thought he'd try to
cloud base for the first time in the flight and we
lost height, 20-30 people had gathered to watch
fl Y out of the tiger country, but he was ready to
had reached the range! The direction of the wind
1
me land. 5 /2 hrs in the air had put my legs to
use his chute if needed.
had taken us further down the range than
sleep and after a few S-turns and a fast approach
I had crossed the range and looking back I was
originally intended. We had already decided we
for a spectacular landing, I put my feet on the
relieved to see UJle's Combat just scraping
were due for a big flight over the range, so we
ground and they collapsed under me, so I came
across and to enter a boomer of a
to a grinding halt on my stomach. Slightly emCrossing the range at Marlborough with Andrew
thermal. Knowing he was safe, I
barrassed by my landing, I was even more emAtkinson on our way to 150 km - p N ev Akers
found a good thermal and again
barrassed when the townshi p became amused by
went to cloud base and looked for
my
question, "What town is this"?
another cloud to fly to .

--

The sun went down and Gary, John and UJle
Our driving crew had been there
were
on their way. My goal of a long flight was
below ,,!S before crossing the
I'd flown 170 kIDs. Whata great site, what
done.
range, and were not too far behind
a
great
flight. I hope I can do it again!!
when we reached the other side.
PS: A couple of weeks later my hopes came
Great team! For the next 2 hours
true as I flew 150 kms from Marl borough when
I lost sight of Cole but through
the Cairns team came down to thesite. Nev, who
radio contact we were following
flew close to 100 kms took these photos of the
the same course and I assumed he
flight across the range. ~
wasn't far behind. At about 4 pm
I spotted , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,

went for it!
Instead of jumping cloud streets, we followed
them down wind and started off over 25 kms of
tiger country.
Needless to say, our thoughts were more of
"what if we don't make it". Hoping to find lift
along the way, we worked at it and with the
added advantage of height and a good cloud
street, we flew across.
I stayed with a cloud until it disappeared and
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Col e
about 5
kms
in
front of me and about to
land. He landed at May
Downs. I found another
thermal and guided Gary
and John to where UJle
had landed.

UVEX
The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world's
strongest fibres. Available in s/m/l
plus 2 new sizes: xI/xxi
Also available from Aerial Technics
042942545

The thermal took me to
cloud base again . I
climbed for another 20
kIDs. Off my left wing I L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....J

Phone 075 463021
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T~OUG~TS
ON
A

T~UN~ERSTORM

received a sudden kick up the backside. The
Eventually I began to wonder about getting
monster had sent me a gust front just to remind
down. Hang glider pilots spend ninety-ni ne perme that I still had a lot to learn about weather.
cent of their time looking for lift but every once
Hurtling over the long grass at a speed my legs
in a while they are forced to search for a hole
would have preferred to have been skiing at, I
going down out of widespread lift. This can be
flared hard and got one step in before the control
quite a harrowing experience with a bubbling,
frame caught the grass. The nose rotated forward
black and white monster chuming away above
and unfortunately I didn't duck fast enough beyou. I once heard a paraglider pilot explain to a
cause the nextthing I knew, my helmet and face
student that their sport was much safer than hang
were making a high speed inspection of the top
gliding because in this very situation, they could
of the control frame.
simply collapse their canopy and fall away!
Maybe so if one spends enough time flying
I guess that a blood nose, dented helmet and a
beneath these towering giants of the cloud
headache were minor expenses from this lesson
world. Personally, I prefer my wing to be there
learnt. Ever since I have always remembered
at all times, but no matter how fast I flew or how
that gust fronts can come from dumping
much I slipped my turns, I kept going up. It was
cumulonimbus clouds. If there are no signs of
about this time I decided that my vario didn't
wind direction then I will always land back
sound so great after all. The only way I could
toward the storm . Hopefully some readers out
stop that infernal quacking was to flyaway from
there can learn from my article.
the cloud to the blue sky down the valley. For
Needless to say I didn't get to work that night.
the uninitiated, turbulence within a
I try to steer clear of similar situations these days
thunderstorm can be strong enough to tear an
(including work when the flying is good!). Unaeroplane apart. Should your glider miraculousless you're comfortable collapsing your wing to
ly survive the turbulence, the inevitable vertigo
fall clear of the incredible lift beneath these
could result in you being carried to altitudes
clouds, I would suggest you show them plenty
where hypoxia and hypothermia become fatal.
of respect from a distance.
I continued climbing for quite a way and even
A Wiser Pilot ~
when I started descending, I kept going for a ......._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,
while to be sure of my escape. Once I felt a
safe distance out from the clutches of the
storm cloud I began a series of slipping turns
at beautiful Noosa
to get down quickly from about three
train on Edge or Pegasus
thousand feet above a field I had landed in
before. I began looking for signs of wind
direction. Nothing, no wind lines on the dams
Bob Silyer. CFI
nor movement in the trees. Not even swaying
clothes on a nearby washing line. I was down Soft side
to five hundred feet and still there was no for Buzzard Trikes
indication of wind so I decided that unless I
UV proof vinyl
saw a definite sign, I would land down into
what normally is the valley breeze. Looking * 2 large pockets
back towards home, the cloud was dumping
easy fitting
some rain so I felt lucky to have escaped a
$210 plus p&p
drenching.
Turning onto final approach there was still
no sign of wind and I prepared for a strong
flare since the grass was quite long and a
stand-up landing was in order. At about the
height where turning is no longer an option, I

Trike Instruction

It was four years ago when I had only sixty
hours airtime. I don't know exactly how the
thought evaded my common sense to fly straight
under that big dark cloud. Perhaps it was to do
with getting back in time for work which was
situated directly beneath the darkest portion of
the Cumulo-nimbus. I planned to land next to
my home which was close to work.
The day's flying had been great with lots of
thermals along a casual out and return. The
clouds enroute weren't overdeveloped except
for this final obstacle. I pressed on, hoping for a
little more lift to ensure I made it home as it had
been a while since my last thermal. Finally it
came, steady lift which wasn't too strong and
yes, the landing field began looking quite likely.
The lift began to strengthen and making it home
was going to be a pushover. A pity I had to work
that night or I would have kept going.
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The Blade FroIn An Average
Pilot's View
I am an average pilot, without aspirations to greatness, who really would
like to fly long distances as often as possible.
I had been thinking of updating my present glider for some time and had
been considering the options. Being from Newcastle, the advantages of
buying an Airborne glider are many, but not overriding. Mter talking with
many pilots, the main consideration seemed to be to buy the glider which
suits my flying.
I was fortunate to be given a Blade 141 to fly in the recent NSW Titles.
This was the best size for me as I am about 72 kilos, which means I clip
in at around 82 kilos. My first day flying the Blade was the day before the
competition started and the conditions were pretty ordi nary, wi th everyone
making the bomb out paddock without much effort. Flying a new glider
for the first time always makes me a little nervous, particularly when it is
not my own, but the feel of takeoff and landing was very positive and
responsive. This was to be reinforced over the next few days.
The control bar pressure was light, but had plenty of 'feel', just like
power steering in a sports car. This was probably due to the king post hang
point. One of the only gripes I had about the Blade was that to change that
position required the use of an Allen key. This was minor as it is not that
often that this is altered; once it is set, that is it. The light bar pressure made
those long glides much easier on the arms which took another small
annoyance away from flying and let me concentrate more on finding that
next thermal.
The second day task was to give me the best opportunity to test the Blade

U.S.A •
Tour 1:

in thermals. My first reaction was that it was more difficult to initiate a
turn than my 139 Combat, but after the first hour, my reaction ti me adapted
to the Blade and I found no difficulty in thermalling at all. There was no
highsiding required, and if a defined thermal was found, there was little
input required once the angle of bank was established, except, as Shane
Duncan suggested, to pull on a small amount of VB until it sat in the core
hands off!
The landings were never a problem. The stall is not dramatic at all,
probably something to do with the fibreglass composite rear leading edges.
There is no sudden drop of the nose or any indication that one wing could
stall before the other; it is always positive and responsive. The Blade gives
me more time to flare, which makes landing decisions easier and takes
some of the effort from landing after that long flight.
Another aspect of the Blade which makes it attractive is the set up and
breakdown time. Airborne have put a lot of thought into building a glider
which not only performs great, but is easy and quick to set up.
AI Daniels of Wingtech has helped with the glider'S development and
he must be congratulated in helping Airborne produce a clean sail with
absolutely no flutters at all.
Well done guys! Do I have to add that I am now the proud and loving
owner of a brand new Blade 141?
Philip Wiggs, 16326.A

GI i d i

Fly & Fun Tour July/August 1994

"Our fourth tour and the one designed to be the most fun you can have in 21 days."
./ Aimed at pilots after casual flying time combined with an itinerary of fun!
./ Lots of flying locations .
./ Active Air Sports provides the airfare, all transport, accommodation and driver.

Tour 2:

Hard Core XC Tour August 1994

./ Personalised instruction by World Class ranked U.S.A. pilot with knowledge of local
conditions .
./ Aimed at pilots wanting to fly many miles .
./ Limited numbers, so be fast on this one!
./ Active Air Sports provides airfare, glider transport, ground transport with driver, a variety
of accommodation and instruction.

For further information call Tony Armstrong

042 942999 BH, 042 942584 AH
SKYSAILOR

The plane surged
forward on the ground,
much to everybody's
shock ...

Pegasus Q, T2.2575
Hot pink, royal blue and white
Moorabbin to Bright, Victoria
15 October 1993
Where to from here? I contemplate this question after experiencing the flight of a lifetime.
Two intrepid trike pilots, Steve Ruffels and Virginia Noonan set off on the maiden flight of a
Pegasus Q Microlight from Moorabbin to
Bright. We believed this represented the first
flight of a Microlight from Moorabbin Airport.
Prior to the flight, certain steps had to be
undertaken. Permission was sought and obtained from CAA to exit the airfield as we
needed to fly for a short distance over a built up
area. Discussions were had with the Tower at
Moorabbin. No obstacles were put in our way,
thanks to John Goodrich who did such a great
job in negotiating these arrangements.
Flight path: exit Moorabbin Airport - Casey
Airfield, Berwick - Emerald - Coldstream Healesville - Narbathong - Buxton - Taggerty Eildon Weir - Mansfield Airstrip - Tolmie Cheshunt - Mt Buffalo - Porepunkah airstrip.
Flight time: we set off at 7.10 am. Our estimated flight time was 2 hours 39 minutes;
actual flight time 2 hours 44 minutes; distance
132 nm.
Let's start at the beginning. We arrived at

Moorabbin at 6.30 am. Assembled the trike,
checked airport requirements and completed the
necessary tests of the plane. We were ready, all
rugged up like teddy bears, strapped ourselves
into the trike, called "Clear Prop" and started the
engi ne. The plane surged forward on the ground
much to everybody 's shock and..vith the feeling
that the maiden flight was going to end in disaster before we even got off the ground! Thanks
to the quick thinking of Steve, the engine was
cut and we survived to tell this tale. During the
original testing the hand throttle had been left
half open.

back of Mount Dandenong to Healesville, and
then up and over thle Great Dividing Range. We
followed the valleys, the major powerlines and
kept an eye out for the obvious landmarks which
we had determined from the map, as well as
checking our compass readings and flight times
between check point. We passed by Mt Bullfight
and Mt Torbreck. Between these two mountains
a spectacular razor back plateau did stretch. At
this point we hung a righty and flew up the valley
to Lake Eildon. Due to cloud and fog close to
the ground, we had to fly above these clouds. It
was like floating on cotton wool. The mountains
on both sides of the valley were covered in trees
down to the cloud level and the contrast ofwhite
against green was beautiful. Closer to Lake Eildon the sky cleared and before our eyes was the
spectacular sight of the lake with all its inlets at
full capacity, an amazing expanse of water. We
flew over the top with our mouths open trying
to comprehend the sight and then onto
Mansfield.
We set down at Mansfield (a very serviceable
airstrip) for an hour for the desperate toilet

Lesson: always check that the hand throttle is
off before starting the engine, and when highly
excited, slow down and take a deep breath. It is
amazi ng how quickl y somethi ng can go wrong.
Wi th all checks undertaken, we taxied onto the
runway. Many thanks to air traffic controllers at
Moorabbin for their assistance. Without any
further ado and hitches (mindful of other
aircraft) we took off. Flying out of Moorabbin
was an amazing feeling, you felt as though you
were flying on glass. It was so smooth, something I had never
experienced
Trikes ready to taxi at Sydney International Airport for the
before. No therstart of their Cape York trip - photo Norman Nichols
mals, no wind, no
nothing .
For
many people this
may seem like a
bore, but it is
worth the experience just to
have a feel of absolutely smooth
conditions.
We then flew
down the corridor
to Berwick. From
there we headed
north, past the
Cardinia Reservoir, around the

A.
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break, cup of coffee, the need to warm up the old
system and refuel. We would have had enough
fuel to reach Porepunkah, but we decided to play
it safe. Many thanks to Michael and Phyllis
Walsh for their hospitality and help.
On taking off from Mansfield we headed north
to Oleshunt and then took another righty toward

Mt Buffalo. We flew over the highest point on
Mt Buffalo called The Horn, 5651 feet above sea
level, this being the highest point on our flight.
The terrain of the mountain was truly an
Australian feature worth the view from the air.
We also observed destruction by nature; the
heavy rains in the area a couple of weeks earlier
had caused havoc on the mountain. Great gorges
had been cut out of the escarpment with the
rocks and soil being washed down over the

tobacco fields which lay in the plains below.
Once over the top, Porepunkah airstrip was in
sight, yet another thrilling feeling. There to greet
us was Steve 's Pegasus XL; Rod had decided to
fly up to escort us into landing. What a fanfare
and what a flight. We had made it home without
a hitch.

Virginia Noonan, Trike pilot ...

\.!, ,

'94 HOGONG CDP
Moyes Gliders - 8 out of 10!
COl1gratulatiol1s to ...
2nd Martin Harri
3rd Tomas Suchanek
4th Toni Marty
6th Steve Gilmour
7th Steve Bien ki nsop
8th Masao Ando
9th Dave Adams
10th Drew Cooper
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137
137
147
147
147
147
147
147
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Flying Technique

by Mark Stucky
INTRODUCTION
n my last anicle we took a look at controlling any Dutch roll tendencies your
flex wing might display at higher
speeds. In this article I'll cover a technique
than can improve your turning performance
at lower speeds and help maximize your
soaring potential. To understand what I've
dubbed an "adverse yaw" turn we should
first refresh our memory on what adverse
yaw is and what design features contribute
to it.

I

moment when yawed, and in the case of
rearward sweep, this moment will also be
adverse. So adverse yaw hurts turn performance by reducing both angular turn rate
and roll rate.
The amount of induced drag is related to
the angle of attack (AOA). The higher the
AOA, the greater the induced drag and
hence the greater the adverse yaw. This is
one reason why your glider's roll response
degrades at low speeds. The next time a
manufacture"r quotes you roll rate figures,
ask them what it really is at recommended

minimum sink speed using a normal coordinated turn technique. (Maybe we might
even get the HGMA to set standards for
such turns.) Wing span also affects induced
drag; the higher the span, the more prevalent the adverse yaw.
You might think that anything adverse
must be all bad, but that is not the case. A
glider that yaws into the turn direction (proverse yaw) would, because of wing sweep,
roll further into the turn which would create
more proverse yaw - the cycle continuing
as the glider tries to roll over on its back!

ADVERSEYAW
By definition, adverse yaw is a yaw opposite to the desired turn direction that occurs
due to a rolling moment. Aircraft that turn
by creating additional lift on one wing are
most likely to exhibit adverse yaw tendencies. Sailplanes equipped with ailerons and
flex wing hang gliders which use a form of
wing warping are examples of aircraft that
are prone to adverse yaw. Aircraft that turn
by either reducing lift on a wing (i.e .,
through the use of spoilers) or by differential
drag (tip rudders) typically do not suffer
from adverse yaw.
When an aircraft turns by increasing the
lift on the up-going wing, the increased lift
also creates greater induced drag on that
wing. The difference in drag between the
two wings causes the "wrong-way" yaw.
Swept wing aircraft generate a rolling
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ADVE Rse. YAW

ROLL REVER~AL.

"Just as the punch turn
technique works better
on some gliders than
others, the same is true of
this adverse yaw
technique. If you have a
glider that is easy to tip
stall or spin then this
technique is not for yOU."
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
Hopefully, it's easy to see that a little adverse
yaw can help make for stable roll characteristics.

THE ADVERSE YAW TURN
I learned how to use adverse yaw to help
my turning performance back in 1977 when
I purchased my Pliable Moose Elite. In
many ways the Elite was a glider ahead of its
time. It sported 146 square feet of projected
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sail area on a 36.3-foot wingspan which
equated to an aspect ratio of 9.0! Although
single surface, the glider had an "s" shaped
keel with a horiwntal keel pocket to aid roll
response. I remember that the Elite had
light and quick roll response, but I learned
that I could enhance my turns further by
using the adverse yaw characteristics inherent in such a long span design.
How can you use adverse yaw to facilitate your turns? The secret is to use it during
the final portion of your turn. Try it next

time you go flying. Enter a moderately
banked (approximately 30°) turn. Thirty to
45 degrees prior to your desired rollout
heading do a quick roll reversal by slamming
your torso and legs to the high side while
holding the same amount ofpitch pushout (see
Figure 1). This roll command while staying
pushed out causes an AOA spike and a great
amount of adverse yaw; the glider will roll
toward wings level while yawing into the
original turn (Figure 2) . Be ready to control
the AOA upon completion of the yaw turn
to avoid stalling. You can either pull in to
minimum sink bar position while staying
wings level (Figure 3) or pull in momentarily and roll back into an angle of bank as the
situation warrants. Although it may sound
tricky, in practice it is easy to do correctly on
most gliders without any worry about loss of
control.
The beauty of this is twofold: you complete the last portion of your turn with a fast
turn rate at a relatively flat roll angle. If this
technique is used while ridge soaring, it will
sometimes feel as though the inside wing is
backing up! The same technique can prove
beneficial while thermaling. Although it
takes more physical effort than just holding
a constant bank angle, I have found that I
can substantially increase my average climb
rate in a thermal if I use this technique each
time my heading comes around into the
prevailing wind. (I know that comment will
generate a slew of letters but please try it out
yourself prior to writing!)
Just as the punch turn technique works
better on some gliders than others, the same
is true of this adverse yaw technique. If you
have a glider that is easy to tip stall or spin
then this technique is not for you. I have
used it with great success on my Comet and
on the HP AT 145. So try the adverse yaw
turn the next time you fly and see if you
don't want to add it to your repertoire ~
of flight techniques!
~
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
The season has now returned to give us the
ever popular south easterlies. Weekly assaults
will no doubt be made on Widgee Mountain for
the next few months. A Widgee competition is
being considere4 so keep in touch and attend the
next club meeting for details.
The recent Rainbow Beach competition was
again successful. Results are listed below. The
first scheduled day of the competition was relocated to Mt Kanigan at Gunalda due to the
south-westerly wind . It proved to be a
worthwhile side trip, particularly for the novice
pilots who had the opportunity to gain airtime in
ideal thermal conditions . The inversion at 3000'
proved impenetrable for all except for a ring-in,
MrSpeedieGonsalves. He cracked the inversion
and had afternoon tea at Maryborough.
The remai nder of the pilots who went over the
back were scattered along the way to Mt Bauple.
It was decided not to include this as a competition round as the following three days were ideal
Rainbow Beach days. A detailed account wi II be
printed along with some great photography in
the next edition of Skysailor. There was the odd
minor mishap,anda few with the potential to be
quite serious. I am amazed that pilots were
taking unnecessary risks inorder to gain a trivial
increase in performance, in a competi tion which
has no national ladder points and is designed to
be a 'fun' competition . Thanks to all those hard
workers who contributed to creating another
successful event. Sponsors who gave generous

support are listed below,so please
patronise these businesses when
next you are in the area .
I understand that the Eggins
property is again for sale as the
previous contract was not completed. It is sad to hear that Mr
Eggins was seriously injured
while working on the farm and
that he is now unable to manage
the property in his current conditi on. We all hope he improves
with time. In the meantime normal courtesy is required in order
to tly there, including telephoning
Looking towards Verbier Switzerland prior to World
to advise them of the day you
Paragliding Championships ·- p G Stevenson
intend to tly the site. Hopefully
the next owner will be as suppor3
David Ferrera
tive to hang gliding as the Eggins.
MostImproved
Please continue to respect all property owners
Pat Roberts
of our sites. Think about what you would expect
Best Sportsman
if total strangers wanted to leap off your back
Gunter Leipowicz
fence every weekend.
Total number of competitors was 45 coming
Remember, nose down, wings level and run
from as far away as Western Australia, South
hard every ti me.
Austalia, Sydney and Cairns.
Ron Rimkus, President
Rainbow Beach Hang Gliding Competition
Victoria
Sponsors
North Coast Nissan; Mama 's Supermarket;
Rainbow Beach Hotel; Rainbow Beach
Caravan Park; Rainbow Waters Holiday Park;
John Madill Toyota

Results
Advanced
1
Kurt Savage
2
Tony Giamichelle
3
AJan Goldsworthy
Illtemlediate
1
Hugh Ragg
2
Kelvin Campbell
3
Peter Schwendeling
Novice
1
Michael Cook
2
Tony Roberts

I hope the past few weeks have seen you
improve your personal best. I know there we~
a few Vies who did well at Forbes. From the rest
of us, well done. For the people left in Melbourne don't forget there are a few clubs in
Melbourne where you can swap a yarn with
people of the same mentality i.e. pilots. The
Southern Hang Gliding Club meets the first
Tuesday of every month at the Anchor and Hope

ACCOMMODATION MT. BEAUTY
MOUNTAIN CREEK HOLIDAY CENTRE

Situated at the base of Mt _ Emu, a popular han glider launching site in the
Kiewa Valley, Victoria. Reasonably priced accommodation from $5 per person
per day in well appointed 8 bed flats or cabins on a beautiful 45 acre property.
Land on the doorstep at the well known Mountain Creek Rd. horse paddock
hanglider landing site next door.
Large group, fully catered bunkhouse accommodation also available for groups
from 15 to 60 people at budget rates.
Telephone: (057) 572 965
February 1994
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State, Club and Region News ... continued ...
Hotel, Church St Richmond. Congratulations to
Mike Slape who is the new President. The Eastern Qub meets on the third Wednesday of the
month atthe Olinda Hotel. Sky High ParagI idi ng
Qub meets first Wednesday of the month at the
Retreat Hotel Abbotsford. Fly high, fly fast.
Steve Trone

SAHGA

~

SAHGA

Reporting from the Bogong Cup was certainly
interesting this year as there were only a few
valid flying days. Emu 1 and 2 sites were used,
as strong NW winds prevailed each day. Some
pilots were ~ enough to take off in rotor!
Once in the air it was headwind for the first part
of the task, that is, if you got past Red Bank or
Coral Bank (where most bombed out). Not even
the top guns made it to goal every day. Blenky
made it to goal everyday but one which cost him
a placing. Peebo, Pete Hood, Ian Benbow,
George and Blenky all made the cut. This in tum
gave Pete Hood a first place for C grade. Two
OWs showed up for the rain and snow. They

were probably better off flying Ochre Point!
During a valid day in the open window time
slot, who was that who cried, "Close the window, it's cold up here!"?
Pat Finch was flying particularly well up until
the last couple of days when he had a hard
landing, leaving him moaning and groaning for
10 minutes under his glider which was still
nosed in. Seeing the gl ider had not moved, a few
pilots in the air were becoming concerned. One
such pilot, Neva Bull, landed out of concern,
missing her turnpoint, only to find Pat had gone!
Neva was granted her turnpoint, only to have the
day marked invalid . Neva is indeed a true
sports person .
With the marked increase in parenthood this
year, Group 1 became known as the creche
group. On this note I must congratulate Michelle
on her valiant effort going up and down Emu
launch plus retrieving with her 3 month old
daughter Mellita.
The comp came to a sorrowful end with the
last day canned. I think the go-karts were the
highlight of everyone's trip.
In first place was Manfred Ruhmer, second
Martin Harry and third Tomas. Certainly a
European competition . I think it is safe to say
that all involved had a reasonable time.
PS Who was that funny man, waving and
smiling whilst going
around the go-kart
track?
Bye, Having Fun

Come fly with us

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
Home of the 1993 National Hang Gliding
& Para Gliding Competitions
and the
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School
instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Co mpetition for either Han g Gliding
or Para G lidin g Chall e nge may be
co ndu cted a t an y tim e durin g th e year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
!tlotel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed &- breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot &- cold showers)
Enquiri es: Phone (053) 49 2845
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Sandy
Desert Hang
Gliding Club
Well it's January already and another
Skysailor copy deadline
looms! Hopefully as
you read this we will be
enjoying some flying
and relaxation at Albany as a lead up to the
State comps in Wongan
Hills . Let's face it, we
all need the airtime!
1993 w as a disappointing year for flying
in Telfer, mainly due to
poor weather. Funny
how it always seems to
be pumping during the
week then come Sunday
up comes the howling
easterly or worse, the
languid stifling nil wind
day leaving the crew to
pack up grimly and
drive back to town, cold
can in hand and

reminisce about "that day I got to 10 grand", or
"that big cross country".
Well we're all hoping for better things in '94.
Gumboot is hanging out to tryout his new
Xtralite, Paul and Joe are keenly contemplating
their first XC competition, as is Dennis who is
full of new enthusias m. Erika is working on
building up airtime in her XT in readiness to fly
Shelley's Beach and Phil, that boundless source
of club spirit and keeper of the mysterious garter,
is raring to go, bouncing back from his mishap.
Hopefully we'll see more of Jeff and Bob out at
the strip this year and Axel too, if he can drag
himself away from work and 21illa:pursuits! Say
no more!
We'll be looking forward to catching up with
Bryan (wanna buy a house, maybe a car?), our
expatriate team member and expect big thanks
from him at the comps. A face to be missed by
all this yearwill be thatofour"Jules" first female
member of the club. Julia has been lured over
east to greener pastures, a career move and one
which saddens us all. Stay in touch, Jules, we' ll
miss ya, (who could forget your first big thermal?).
That's about all for now. Standby next issue
for a full report on AJbany and the State comps.
Till then, cheers
IanSallie ~

Heikeflying Ritamada Yeppoon Qld,
wishing size was inland
photo A ndrew Atkinson
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ICOM

Count on us!

With ICOID,
you're never alone
up there

II

he [CAZO MKII is your guarantee

channel memories, programme and memory

that whatever happens you will

scan capabilities provide simplic ity of

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceive r acts like a dependable

The [C A ZO MKII provides immediate

navigator and co- pilot, ensuring yo u never

emergency frequency access and full y meets

lose contact with yo ur base or the ground .

the tough requirements of the Department of

ICOM's state of the art VO R navigation
system includes Course Devi ation Indicator
and Au tomatic Bearing Set System, and

Transport and Communications for ground
to air transceivers.
No wonder pilots all around the world,

includes DVOR mode that lets you find out

depend on the proven communication ski lls

your a ircraft's location by receiving ignals

of [COM, wherever they fly.

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know

For further information call free on (008) 338 915

where you are and where you are heading.

or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd

A dual tuning system allows you to use the
turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20
IC-A20 MKD

operation that few other models can match.

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582

ICOM Ausrralia·, warranty i, only a/Jplicable to products purchased from rheir au rhorised Australian Dealer,.

A.C.N. 006 092 575

LOST
Moye. Pod hamellS black & pink in blue bag containing parachute helmet & flying suit lost in
Bright/Myrtleford area on 27 November ph Michael
034896052

WANTED
Fledge glider in gd cond 049 977272
Pod Hameaa req to suit 5'8' novice preferably less
than $300 ph 091 682084 H, 681019 W

XS 3 155 (exp int) mylar TS orange/red/orange US
only flown 16 hrs as new cond $3200 also
Tandem parachute for tandems/heavier pilot 1 mth
old $650 also
3 x VHF handheld radios Kenwood 2M FM top of
the range brand new $1300 the lot ph 042 943701 H
GTR 162 (int) with backpack harnesa & parachute
white TS & LE with powder blue insert white &
rainbow US v low hrs as new cond can sell glider &
gear separately package deal $2000 one ph Bob
Arnold 02 5453246

FOUND

Blitz 155 (exp int) grey black & red flies well $2500
also
Blitz 155 (exp int) It blue & lilac almost new never
bounced flies beautifully $3500 ono also
NOVA Phantom 43 high perform fast canopy low
airtime '92 model pink suit pilot 55-75 kg $2200 ono
ph AI Giles 049. 430674

Gold Bracelet at Bald Hill Stanwell Park on 28
November 1993 Contact: Helensburgh Police Station

Mission 170 (nov) 20 hrs airtime ex cond blue LE
white & blue MS faired king post $1850 ono ph
Michael 02 6399779

NEW SOUTH WALES

Trike Edge 582 LC cert 2 seat Ivo prop all instruments helmets & intercom VHF radio trailer with wing
rack excond $16500 ph 065852122 BH, 856417 AH
Reg No T2-2502

Old hang gliders & equipment for collection to be
displayed at a future date. If you don't want any old
or very old gear give me a call Peter 03 7353095 or
018381279

Blitz 146 (exp int) white LE purple TS purple & white
US kevlar TS flies great looks great don't miss this
one $2600 ph Wayne 049 292175
Foil Combat 152C (int) grey LE fluoro green US
comp sleeves in v gd cond flies superbly a steal at
$1700 ph Paul 02 5211033 H, 7591177 W

Probe 175 (int) v gd cond 112' battens with spare new
uprights & base bar $1200 also
Sky systems pod harness black v gd cond plenty
storage suit 5'10' -6' $350 ph Ian 02 5203303

Aero 165 Racer (int) brand new cond approx 5 hrs
flying time $2500 one also
Tracer Hames. brand new cond suit 5'10' $500
URGENT SALE ph Graham 02 9643986 W ; 636
5136H

Airborne Edge 582 trike extra instruments full
covers superbly maintained motor with log $14500
or $15500 with lessons enquire forfurther details ask
for Forrest 029797212,018273552
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond flies well selling due to

r;::==================================================~ arrival of new glider $1500

AUSSIE-FLIGHT

PRO DUe T S

---------5IIG------Buy Australian
Why buy imported items when there is an Australian
product manufactured to the same standards at a cheaper
price, without lengthy delivery and repair delays?

•

•

•

•

Reserve parachutes for hang gliders and
paragliders manufactured to T.S.O. C23b (ANO
103.18) specifications. 8 sizes are available for hang
gliders and 4 sizes for paragliders. All sizes can be
fitted with pulled Apex as optional extra.
Price: P.O.A.
Water bag - 2 litre backpack water sack for those
X-country flights.
(Camelback equivalent)
Price: $65.00
Vario/ Altimeters: the most popular and reliable
unit available on the market. With the ability to
work in marginal conditions where others tend to
fail.
Price: P.O.A.
Protectant "303", protect your new glider from the
harmful UV rays, while also extending the life of
the sail. Or use it to bring back the natural colours
of that faded second hand glid er. Spray on, wipe
off.
Price: $28 per litre
24 hour hot line seven days a week

PHONE: (042) 971923
28

aiso
Para glider Neo 24 sqm v
safe reliable & easy to fly
ideal 1st canopy comes with
harness $1700 ono ph
Michael 02 7281006

Moyes Mission 170 (nov)
red LE orange MS & yellow
TE 10 hrs ex cond also
Ball 651 Cocoon harness
& tow bridle batten profile
$2500 ono ph 068 472024
Para glider AJrwave Rave
30 brand new (still in bag)

$4500 ono also all ancillary
equipment: back-protector
harness new reserve
Brauniger alti/vario helmet
bag etc $1000 ono Sholto
Douglas 02 9081014 H,
2642633 W
GTR 162 (int) ex cond 1
owner since new never bent
faired uprights & king post
speedbar new side wires
best offer ph 02 4169496
AH
Swing Axis II 26 (nov/int) v
gd cond with speed system
& trimmers $3200 ono also
Flight Design B3 (int) low
hrs $2500 ono also
Sup-Air harness $600 +
Sigma reserve $650 also
Skybox PG vario &
barograph + software for
PC $1000 also
Sjostrom HG varlo$350 all
ono ph Suzy 042 942010 or
fax 042 941031
Airborne Edge as new 18.4
hrs & 2 mths old full instru-

ments cover magenta LE & daYillow US pods &
spats Ford maroon a beautiful trike@$17990irnrIllMt
~ T2-2626 ph Shane 069 592056 BH, 593201
AH updating to electric start also
WANTED - USED trike for client
Paraglider Challenger 26 sqm 65.a5 kg ex cond
only 12 hrs flying time v safe glider with great perf
$3000 ph Elgar 064922061
Sting 154 (int) mauve LE white & mauve US 8 hrs
flying time 4 mths old gd cond $2700 also
Moyes pod red/White to suit 5'6' -5'10' $300 ph 043
932422 .
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) ex cond well maintained
always flies high $1600 one ph Paul or machine 043
341919
Instruments & accessories for your trike
Dual Exhaust Gas Temp Gauge: the only way of
monitoring your air/fuel mixture & could save you
thousands of $$$ on repairs; Water Temp Gauge
with in-built alarm , don't get caught up & out after
springing a leak; Carby Temp with icing danger zone;
Dual Cylinder Head Temp Gauge; Vertical Speed
Indicator, analogue ± 2000 fIImin with 100 fIImin
markers; 12 Volt Power Supply, noise free easy
connection; Electronic Fuel Gauge System , accurate
& reliable; Aircraft & Engine Log Books; Rotax
Thermostat, keeps your engine temp constant & will
prevent Shock Cooling; Cylinder Head Air Bleed Kits,
stop a top end seizure or payout on repairs; K & N
Air Filter Cleaner & Oil, it's surprising how few pilots
are using the only recommended air filter cleaner on
the market, anything else will damage your air filterl
All the above are left overs from the Cape York trip;
I have varying quantities of each item as they were
delivered after we had left.
All the gauges are of the highest quality & inel probes
& complete instructions, prices are low due to a
special discount I received because of the flight. Call
for more information Luke Carmody CFI 028745260
Sting XC 154 (int) ail the goodies faired upright
speed bar VG ex cond also matching Swiss Pod
med gd cond together $2900 may separate ph David
049489232
Blitz 155 (exp int) flies nicely gd cond white with red
& blue US well maintained-brand new bottom wires
.
priced to sell $2000 also
Moyes World Beater 162 (exp int) flies nicely dk blue
It blue TS orange US green KP well maintained 20
. hrs only on flying wires priced to sell $700 ph Craig
Worth 018 657419
ParagliderEdel Space 27 sq m safe top perf intwing
90 -120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2900 with harness ph Mike 02 5603070 AH
UHF radios: 2 x Electrophone TX475S handhelds
with chargers, 1 speaker mic, 1 car aerial on magnetic base $850 will separate ph Greg 066 280356
GTR World Beater (int) $500 ph Shirley 066 858147
AH, 857147 BH
Foil 155 (Int) ex cond low hrs, extras inel PearceSimpson 40 channel radio, ariel, towing bridle etc
$950 ph Geoff 02 9583419
Ball M20 Varlo & Barlgo Altimeter & Mounting
Bracket to suit any glider, $200 ph Owen 02
4515412
Reserve Parachute Brand New, can be used for
hang glider or paraglider, $350 ono ph 042 971923
Edge 582 LC (124 hrs) ex cond, registered, fully
certified, full instrumentation, helmets , intercom,
VHF radio , covers & trailer $17,000 ph Dennis 049
371781
Trike with Edge wing & Buzzard base, wing 12 mths
old , magenta & fluoro yellow US, grey LE, motor 503,
dual ignition , done approx 90 hrs 'C' type gearbox,
white Cato ground adjustable prop, pod, spats &
instruments, unit in immaculate cond $12000 ono ph
Paul 068 522049

SKYSAILOR

Gyro 160 (nov), blue LE, blue T/E, pink centre section, greatcond suitfemale pilot $900 ono urgent sale
also
Moyes Pod Harness red as new, up to 175 cm $300
ono, & womens helmet $50 - urgent sale also
Air Borne Sting 118 (int) as new, 8 hrs flying time,
green & mauve beautiful little glider - perfect for
nov/int female pilot $2500 ono urgent sale, also
Danny Scott Racer Harness great cond orange &
black, suit small male or female up to 170 em, sell
cheap $400 - urgent sale Ph Jo-ann 042 942684 H
leave message or 02 5226900 W leave message

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Enterprise Wings Aero 11185 (int) 1992 model with
15-20 hrs airtime fluoro pink grey & white speed bar
faired king post quick setup & dismantle great cond
$2200 also
Flytec 3020 Instrument fully electronic 2 altimeters
vario - display & audio memory for alt & vario peak
value & flig ht time selectable 2 battery supply optional wind vane for wind speed & hang glider bracket as
new $800 ph Grant 08 2650419
Paragllder, Advance Sigma 27, 75-90 kg, gd perform int wing with low hours, great 1st wing $2,400
ono ph 083772535
Paragllder, Edel Racer 25, ex wing, ex cond, adv/int
$2,500 or sell complete with Air Bulle harness, APCO
reserve & alibi vario for $4,000 ph 08 3526562 H or
018080702 W
Advance Sigma 24 paragllder (int) 60-a0 kg , gd
solid wing $2,000. Come to Adelaide & test fly on
some of Australia's best coastal sites any time all yr
round ph Ramon 08 2931306 H or 08 3725168 W
Magic 4 155 (int) yellow LE, pink & white new side
wires, gd flyer (returning to UK) $600 ph Bruce 08
3225945
GTR 162 Full Race (int) ex cond with very low hrs
$900, also
Moyes pod ex cond $250, also
PA Chute $250 & Sjostrom Instruments (working)
$250 Ph Colin 08 3708500 working hrs

•

Foil 139 Combat 2 (int)
white LE, greg & aqua US
low hrs. Will be at comps
$2500, ph Birgit 08
2721337

PROFESSIONAL

QUEE·N SLAND
Foil 140B Racer (int)
apricot LE apricot &
lavender US $1200 ono
also
Edge 582 (170 hrs) grey LE
red & black US maroon pod
Ivo prop landing light reg
rectcompass W.T.G. more
extras rego ex cond
$16750 neg ph Bob 018
708551 , 074 490065
Mission 170 (nov) blue LE
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
It blue
US
fluoro
orange/yellow TS gd cond
low hrs manual & batten profile $1650 ono ph Paul
Pegasus XL 447 red as new only 20 hrs flight time
economy spec registered $17000 ph Peter 018
079922865
372862
Swing Zenith (int) 26 sqm with harness (quick
release carabiners) pilotweight80-1 00 kgs v gd cond
Parachutes Australia pulled down apex reserve
chute as new current model $100 below new price
4 risers with trim speed system ph Gerard 075
359662
$450, also
Blackhawk Harness made in NZ racer style v comMetamorphosl PDA Chute as new cond $600 ph
fort& gdcondsuit5'2"-5'9" pilot bargain @$3OOalso
Ron 07 2086604
Borgelt Instrument System all LC digital readout
features altimeter 0-20000', ASI, pitot/TE probe
VICTORIA
sensed therefore extremely precise at all altitudes,
averager - total energy compensated, speed to fly
2 x Dream 220 tandem gliders 1st all white 2 yrs
audio indicator, internal back up battery system,
old gd cond $3000 2nd yellow pink & green fair «ond
cigarette lighter re-chargeable. Apart from being an
$2400 ph Jamie 018 696523
ex hang gliding instrument it would also make a v
XS 142 (exp in\) great colours low hrs as new cond
cheap trike instrument $500 Ph Dermot 057 572910
$3000 also
Foil 160B Racer (int) flown approx 80 hrs ex cond
Foil 150B Racer (int) low hrs ex cond $1250 also
compl with batten profile & manual 1 owner new
Mars 190 (nov) v gd cond $700 also
flying .cables has not been used in 18 mths must sell
PA backup parachute never used $300 will con$1300 ono also
sider trade-in on med to Ige pod or other late model
Toyota Tercel 4x4 1986 model low kms ~
harness ph 051 339258
hangie vehicle R.W.C. red ext grey int goes well & in

AustralJa's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable, foot lalll1ched
powered paragllder,
Flying tralnlng with accomodation available
at the Light wing Flying Academy,
Turbo -chute Info Vldeo ............ $35 Inc P/H

h~ 1'((J~~ lirfolo/Kati(J1( (Jail
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING P1Y LTD
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOUfHERN CROSS DRIVE
P.O. BOX 89
BAlLlNA
N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been appl'Oved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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top cond ph 056 235758 or 295216

water ballast bag $20 Ph Ian 03 7621364

GTR 1152 lint) gd cond with spare hang loops
helmet log books batten profile site book $500
or best offer ph Nth Bendigo 414628, or478557
(parents)

Mission 170 (nov) 60-95 kg as new, 3 yrs old,
35 hrs, fluoro orange LE, white TS
red/blue/white US With manual/maintenance
log & batten profile $1,700. Ph Steve 03
8733473 AH or 03 5415363 BH

SJostromvario/altimeter in v gd cond recently
serviced by Phil Sjostrom $450 ph Lawry Goodwin 055 633476 BH, 629633 AH

Magic IV (Int) white with subtle rainbow US ex
cond, factory aerofoils VG speedbar, manual &
batten profile. No longer used $650. Ph Don
052 214276{H or 052 738360{B

Bullet Ballistic backup parachute for trike
compl with remote release cable & attachments
$800 ph 03 3791960
Combat 152 II lint) mylar LE & TE sleeves &
extra half battens purple LE fluoro pink MS
yellow US white TS ex cond never been bent
$2600 also
Foil 1150B lint) scrim LE & TE 3 hrs airtime
fluoro orange LE It green MS f1uoro orange US
white TS combat bag new side nose & top wires
immac cond ideal 1st high perf glider bargain
$1700 03 4207881 BH, 5802768 AH

Sting 118 (Int) Pink mylar LE, dark & light blue
U/S, only 4 hrs airtime. Ideal for lady or small
pilot$2,500, also
Moyes Pod {small $300 & freshly repacked
reserve parachute High Energy Sports $400.
Ph Debbie 057 282723
Falhawk Atoll para glider 27 sq m, ex cond,
no tears & UV protected since new. Rating 12
Acpul A's & GHV2, high performance Int with
easy handling & great stability, Eildon safety
video available . Includes high performance
Kasmer speed system (value $450) plus Airwave
harness & bag great value for nov pilot $2300 Ph
Robin 03 8824596 H or 03 3207000 W

Dolores Sempreboni a novice from the Lower Blue
Mts Club prepares to fly Merewether
Bruce 03 5842176

Mission 170 (nov) v gd cond blue LE aqua US white
TS with batten profile manual & speed bar$1750 also
Matching pod harness med $400 as new also
Reserve parachute American 22' never used $400
ph Richard 059685401 or 7543292
Pegasus Q, XL & Quantum kits avail cheap build
yourself 95.322 seat legal aircraft ph Sky Cycles PL
for further info 03 5875975
Trike for salel 95.10 Stratos 20hp solo engine with
Rumour wing 3L per hour engine on designed for
thermalling all brand new! ph an offer through on 018
336346
Pegasus XL full spec instruments $17500 ph 03
5875975
Quantum 582 low noise with full spec instruments
$26000 ph 03 5875975
Quantum 582 low noise with full spec instruments
$26000 ph 03 5875975
AIrBorne Edge as new comes with full instruments
$15500 ph 018336346
Quasarwith full spec instruments 36 hrs only as new
CHEAP!! ph 035875975
Para glider Falhawk Neo 22 sq m gd speed with
stress free flying for any beginner (Acpuls all As a v
safe wing) Weight range 55-75 kg hook-in lie incl all
equip except glider) gd cond no rips no damaged
lines no salt water 30 hrs want to sell quickly for
$1600 ono incl basic Airwave harness ph Rachael
038184276 AH, 8983742 BH
XS Easy 152 lint) new bag low hrs gd cond blue LE
orange & white faired uprights & king post speedbar
+ 2 harnesses (cocoon backpack) & 1 chute helmet
wheels ASI & more $1800 ono will separate ph

Moyes Pod red medium, as new $400 ono & Danny
Scott harness, new $550 also
GTR 162 lint) in vgc red, gold & white sail , fly's v well,
no flutters , still flown often. Ph Peter 03 7353095 or
018381279
Trike Pegasus XL 462, 52 or 38 HP, 120 hrs, full
instrumentation ASI, VSI All, CHT, EGT, Tacho,
Compass. 461tr long range fuel tank, 3 blade adjustable IVO prop, 2 blade wooden prop, fully maintained with full set of log books, custom trailer $13500
ph 018 583668 or 03 5348540{AH

XS 142 (exp int) gd cond flies well $1950 ono ph
Angus 018 996087, 038998264
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) 19 hrs blue (Pacific) LE
aqua panels white sail spare down tube profiles ex
cond $1900 also
Moyes Pod suit up to 6' ex cond $300 both $2100
ph Digby or Georgia 03 4782808

ACT

MagiC IV lint) white with subtle rainbow US, ex cond,
factory aerofoils, VG speedbar, manual batten
profile. No longer used $650 ph Don 052 214276 or
052738360 B

Moyes XT 165 (Int) only 30 hrs airtime, ex cond, red
& white US mauve LE & white TS $2250 Ph Peter 06
2813746

Paraglider Falhawk Neo. 24 sq m (65-85 kg) in ex
cond, 30 hrs airtime. Very safe, ideal first glider,
harness included $1 ,200 ph Tony BH 036998202 or
AH 018177307

Moyes XT 165 (Int) glider, 10 hrs total flying time,
speedbar, wheels, gd looking glider in vgc also
Moyes tracer harness 179 cm in vgc, & Flytec 3005
flying instrument also in vgc ph Robert 06 2540016

Swing Axis 23 sq m, ex novice/intermediate glider.
As new cond with only 5 hrs airtime. This glider has
a few extras so call & make me any reasonable offer,
also
Falhawk Neo 19 sq m - ideal 1st canopy, 12 hrs
airtime, no rips or patches, in excond, could notfauit
Make me an offer. Ph Cris 03 5988923{H or 03
6612828{W

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) NEW 1 hr flying time, red
LE, red & grey US complete with manual & batten
profile also
NEW Moyes pod harness in matching colours
$2500 ono the lot! Ph Darren 004 583281

Mars 190 (Nov) approx 5 yrs old, ex cond, 20 hrs
total time, also Moyes Pod with parachute, suit up
to 6'3' $1650. Ph 059 896300
Paraglider Apex MR 11065-85 kg , 1'/2 yrs oid , 70
hrs vgc $1 ,500, also
Reserve 34 sq m ·skyline survive· DHV
Gutesiegel ex cond, never used 1'tz $550. ph Fred
057501225
Cocoon harness blue, suit 5'9' to 6'1' pilot, vgc
$80 also
Moyes backpack harness bag as new $30 &

TASMANIA

WA
Soar Master Power Pack 10 hp hardly ever used in
ex cond with new mounting bushes owners manual
incl set up for GTR $1150 also
GTR lint) gd cond new LE inserts blue yellow & white
$600 ph 090 715373 AH ask for Tony
Ball Varia 652 AIVairspeed/vario (2 settings) $500
ono, also
learn Radio IC40 2 batts, $500 ono. Ph Steve 09
3876011 W or 093679336 H ....

"Wingtips" weekend 27 & 28 November at Tumut - p Paul Gibbs
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Edel
193-94 Range
Orion

A'e«t- III

(22/24/27)
Novice-Intermediate

Space
( 22/24/27/30/40 Tandem)
Intermediate

Super Space A'e«t- III
(24/27)
Intermediate-Advanced

Rainbow

A'e«t- III

(24/26/28)
High performance-Competition

>
>
>
>
>

>
>

1st. U.S.A. Championship '93
1st. Kyushu World Cup '93
1st. Chamonix World Cup '93
1st. Avoriaz World Cup '93
1st. Swiss Championship '93
1st. French Championship '93
Women World Champion,
Camilla Perner (Aut)
Verbier '93 (6th overall)
All gliders DHV and/or
Acpul certified.

Secura Max

/

Steerable reserve
parachute system

>
>
>

30m 2
38m 2
52m 2

-

up to 75 Kg
up to 100 Kg
120 to 180 Kg

Acpul Certified

For more information or
your nearest dealer:

Edel Australia
27 Oberon Avenue,
Hawthorn East 3123
Tel/Fax: 03 - 8824130
Mobile: 018 - 103 084

Flatlands 94
- the Dest Ever,
Gnd the Dest
Just Get Detter!

For the 4th consecutive year, TOMAS SUCHANEK has taken 1st place at the Flatlands, but this year, with a difference .. .
· ..
· ..
· ..
· ..
· ..

with
with
with
with
with

perfect flying conditions
8 consecutive flying days
an incredible score of 7951 from 8000 points
an amazing 756 point lead
his MOYES XTRALITE 137 ...

1sf TOMAS SUCHANEK
4th Ian Jarman
XTRALITE 137
7th Jean-Marc Dumont XTRALITE 147
9th Drew Cooper
XTRALITE 147
10th Steve Gilmour
XTRALITE 147
11 th Geoff Tulloch
XTRALITE 147
13th Steve Moyes
XTRALITE 147
16th Grant Heaney
XTRALITE 137
18th David McLoskey
XS 11 155
19th Craig Docherty
XTRALITE 147
20th Masao Ando
XTRALITE 147
(XTRALITE 137 & 147 USHGMA Certified)

DE SAFE, DE THE DEST,
FL Y A WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MOYES XTRALITE
Moyes Delto Gliders Ply Ltd
173 Bronte Rd , Waverley
N.S.W. 2024 Austral ia
Tel: (02) 387 5622
Fax: (02) 387 4472

